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Park ranger

conference

GREG TRAVISA_edger & Times
large number of holiday shoppers were out early this morning grabbing up bargains at Murray businesses. Among the many
hot items again this year are CDs, DVDs, electronics, toys and more. Janice Bakes, right center, from Murray, and Brittany
Cook, left center, from Indiana, search through Christmas CDs at Big Lots at 6:20 a.m. The two said they had been shopping
since approximately 4:30 a.m. David Hefner, Big Lots manager, said approximately 60 shoppers were waiting at the front door
when the store opened at 6 a.m.

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
When the sun rose this morning, eager
shoppers like Linda Steele were awaiting its
arrival.
Steele, of Puryear. Tenn., said she was
ready to go at 5 this morning, waiting for
Wal-Mart to allow buyers to scoop up their
items before heading to Goody's.
A big item on Steele's list was a GPS system, which was in high demand. She said
she was getting a lot of Christmas shopping
done.
The Friday after Thanksgiving, dubbed
"Black Friday," is believed to be the busiest
shopping day of the year, but consumer

studies have discovered differently.
According to the International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC), the Saturday
before Christmas is actually the busiest
shopping day in terms of dollars spent.
Black Friday is ranked between the fourth
and eighth, though generally it holds the
record for the number of shoppers that turn
out for the Christmas specials.
Black Friday earned its name pnmarily
because it marks the beginning of the heavy
shopping season, which means that retailers
see their profits enter the black area. Others
say it's because of customer's ugly behavior
on that day.
Some local consumers decided to wait till

the stores were opened before venturing out.
"1 figured the people who were here at 5
would be here at 6," said Cindy Kinsey,
adding that she arrived to begin shopping at
6.
"I've saved on two or three big items," she
said. "But mostly I've been able to find
everything on my list."
The chilly morning didn't seem to have a
negative effect on shoppers as they formed
lines at the check-out counters at local
stores.
Kinsey and Steele agreed that the weather
did not hinder their shopping excursions,
though Steele admitted she was ready to go
home and "go back to bed."

GREG TRAVIS/Lodger & Times
Thomas Clendenen, center. street superintendent with the Murray Public Works Department, worked Wednesday with Mike
Farley, left, and Kenneth Schroader, on forklift, to maneuver the Santa House into place on the north side of the Calloway
County Courthouse. Santa will arrive Friday, Nov. 30, at 4:30 p.m. and the lighting of the Christmas tree will be held at 5 p.m.
The events are part of the annual Main Street Merriment and Dickens on the Square celebrations.

By TOM BERRY
cial word of thanks and thi
Staff Writer
comment was passed on to the
The
Murray-Calloway KRPS Committee.
County Parks & Recreation
"She said
just want 19
Department was honored for its thank you for giving us back oi5park ranger program last week park,— Garland said during :4
during the 2007 Kentucky previous interview with the twd
Recreation & Park Society rangers by the Murray Ledger
Conference in Lexington.
& Times."Now that was really:a
Murray-Calloway
Parks powerful statement. That really
Director Matt Martin said in a says it all."
news release Wednesday that
Both Stone and Garland have
the program was the winner of 15 years of law enforcement
the 2007 Outstanding Program experience between them with
Award. The award recognizes the Calloway County Sheriff's
an outstanding program, activi- Department.
ty or event in the state's many
The rangers have been outfitted with new uniforms and
public parks.
"Our parks were in competi- badges similar to law enforcetion with larger parks depart- ment uniforms that were
ments such as Louisville, requested and partially designed
Bowling Green, Paducah and by the rangers for a more proLexington and was honored to fessional appearance.
accept the award on behalf of
"They've really done a good
the citizens of Murray- job on stepping it up on how
Calloway County," he said. they want the public to see
"Thanks to the residents of them," Martin said. "With all
Murray and Calloway County their experience I don't see how
for making this program the we could have two better peopW
success it has been."
to do the
Martin, who initiated the
Martin said he is also seek,
program in May, said it has ing support from city and coungrown substantially since its ty government to expand the
inception with the donation of a rangers' legal authority; a move
car and an SUV from the that would enhance their efforts
Murray Police Department and in dealing with potential law
the Calloway County Sheriff's enforcement situations.
Department, respectively.
The Kentucky Recreation
Originally designed as a and Park Society (KRPS) was
part-time seasonal position, organized in 1954 as a nonprofMartin said he extended the it professional association for
park ranger program year-round Kentucky's parks and recreation
due to overwhelming public professionals. Its mission is to
further the growth and developsupport and overall success.
Martin said that a comment ment of recreation and park
from an elderly Calloway services in Kentucky by providCounty couple to one of the ing conferences, workshops,
rangers was highlighted during technical assistance, advocacy,
the
award
presentation. and other exchanges of informaAccording to Martin, Rangers tion that enable each professionTim Stone and Dale Garland al to become effective in
were approached in August by a improving the quality of life in
woman living in the Chestnut Kentucky communities.
Park neighborhood with a spe-

Photo provided
Murray-Calloway County Parks Director Matt Martin, left,
accepts the 2007 Outstanding Program Award from Chuck
Ellis, left, president of the Kentucky Parks and Recreation
Society during a conference in Lexington late last week.
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Parades headline Thanksgiving observances

Ky. 14

NEW YORK (AP)
Delighted, shrieking children
were barely able to contain
themselves Thursday as Barbie,
rolled past and enormous Shrek,
and Snoopy balloons floated
overhead in the traditional
Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade
Unseasonably balmy weather, with temperatures around 60
degrees, helped draw hordes of
families to the parade route to
see the floats, helium balloons,
marching hands and roller-blading clowns
Five-year-old Lauryn Geiger
of Freeport had no problem ticking off her favorite Macy's
parade characters: Dora the
Explorer. Shrek and Scooby
Doo.
"And we're going to see
Santa. Did you know that?,"
said her mother, Dorothea
Geiger, eliciting a squeal.
In Detroit, drizzle, snow and
temperatures in the 30s didn't
deter thousands of people from
lining up to watch that city's
Thanksgiving
America's
Parade.
Some spectators took their
eyes off the parade to gawk at a
3-year-old dog in the crowd
named Diamond, which dressed
as Santa Claus, complete with
red tasseled cap.
AP
"Last year, she was Minnie
Mouse." said owner Shelita The Shrek balloon moves through limes Square dunng the Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade
Porter, 33. "1 think of her as my Thursday in New York
child. And she enjoys her
with spacewalks, and we hope
clothes. When I pull her clothes retreat in Maryland, called sev- States since he joined.
five that you also are having a great
be
out, she knows it's time to go."
it'll
"So
eral men and women serving in
five Thanksgiving."
The parades headlined obser- the armed forces in Iraq.
Thanksgivings,
In West Hollywood. Calif.,
vances across the nation that
"He called to wish the mem- Christmases and four birthdays
also featured football, including bers of the military and their spent away from home, by the about two thousand people
Detroit's NFL game between the families and the troops that they time I get done here," he said. showed up at the Laugh
annual
29th
Lions and the Green Bay are serving with a happy "This is my family here — the Factory's
Packers, and family dinners Thanksgiving." White House Army in general — so I don't Thanksgiving feast for a free
with too much food on the table. press secretary Dana Perini) feel like I'm away from home." meal and standup routines. Jon
President Hush, spending the said. "He said, 'I can't tell you
The crew of the International Lovitz, Paul Mooney and Paul
holiday at the Camp David how impressed I am by the Space Station put together a spe- Rodriguez were among those
AP
courage and compassion of our cial Thanksgiving message that who performed.
A few comedy writers who
Santa Claus makes his way down Broadway during the
troops.' He thanked them for was aired on NASA Television
and the agency's Web site — have been on a nearly threetheir service."
Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade in New York, Thursday.
week strike against studios also
At the U.S. base called Camp http://www.nasa.govintv/.
"We wanted to say happy stopped by.
Speicher. in Tikrit, Iraq, the tnil"I pay $100 for every 15itary put on a traditional 'Thanksgiving to all our NASA
American Thanksgiving dinner s[ewers," said Expedition 16 minute set." owner Jamie
in a mess hall decked out with Commander Peggy Whitson, an Masada said. "So they can
red, orange and brown paper Iowa native."We feel particular- always make a couple hundred
streamers and other decorations. ly privileged and thankful to be bucks here if they get desperthe ate."
board
Cpl. Brandon Henry, 23, up here on
Al the Salvation Army's
from Winchester, Va., said he International Space Station this
has been in the Amiy for four Thanksgiving, and we're look- annual 'Thanksgiving Day dinspent ing forward to our activities this ner in Oklahoma City, holiday
hasn't
and
years
Thanksgiving in the United week. We have a busy week music wafted from a stage as
dozens of volunteers clad in red
Salvation Army vests moved
from table to table with trays of
sliced pumpkin and pecan pies
or escorted new arrivals to their
place at a table.
"I love Thanksgiving. I love
this event," Salvation Army
spokeswoman Heide Brandes
said Thursday as she surveyed
the scene.
"You have the people who
are the haves, and you have the
people who are have nuts. And
2KPA090
this brings them together," she
AP
142264475
4141
said.
This photo released by The White House shows President
a
This year's Macy's parade, Bush talking to U.S. troops from Camp David, Md.,
the 81st, offered a mix of new Thanksgiving Day, Thursday,. The President phoned mem'1; 001014
07
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lighthearted spectacle.
Some 10,000 participants. service to the Nation.
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many of them holding down the
"The whole experience is
buoyant balloons, followed the 2.(XX) cheerleaders. 8(X) clowns
special," said Rich Piasio of •
parade route down the west side and the Radio City Rockettes.
There were 11 marching Wilmington. N.C. He and hiS •
of Central Park, then down
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"Two pairs of sweatpants, a sweatshirt, coat, and antlers--we're all set," said Kathy Anderson,
right. of Eureka, Mo . as she takes a picture beside her daughter. Katlyn before the start of the
2007 Ameren St. Louis Thanksgiving Day Parade Thursday. Spectators bundled up to stay
warm as they watched the parade make its way up Market Street

Kohl':
shopi
open

Ky. 1483/8ethel Road

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans
to close Ky.
1483/Bethel Road in Calloway County starting Nov. 26.
The closore on Ky. 1483 is to allow the Distnct One Bridge
Crew to repair
trip wing walls of a bridge over a tributary of
the Clarks River.
The work zone is about 1.5 miles north of Ky.
94 and about
7f1
, Otis of a mile south of Ky. 80 on Ky. 1483.
It is between Cooks
Line and Kays Road in the Bethel Church Area.
Ky. 1483 is expected to close at approximately
8:30 a.m. on
Mbnday and remain closed until approximately 2:30 p.m.
on
F0day, Nov. 30.
Motorists who regularly travel Ky. 1483 northeast of Murray
should be aware of this closure and make advance
alternate
travel plans.

Stores usher in
shopping season
BV ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP Business Writer
: NEW YORK (AP) - Shoppers — shrugging off a
spate of lead-tainted toy recalls
iuid higher prices for food and
gip — jammed stores before
dawn today to grab discounted
T s, toys and clothing for the
o cial start of the holiday seaexpected to he the weakest
r
1 showing in five years.
r:Stores are counting on
h des of shoppers who have
led back in recent months.
:chants need then to keep
cillning throughout the holiday
sepson to make their sales goals.
:J.C. Penney Co., which
orned at 4 a.m., an hour earlier
than last year. served up such
dials as a leather massage
r*Iiner for $298.88, after a $50
mail in rebate. The original
pdce was $799. Other deals
inOude 50 percent oft toys and
board games.
: In a scene replayed again and
again at stores nationwide,
about 200 people stood in line
oU/side a Target in Columbia,
sr., at 5 a.m., an hour before
tl* store was to open.
'Tracy Jenkinson, 34, arrived
just after 3 a.m. to take the first
spot in line.
She planned to buy a $199,
I9-inch LCD television for his
daughters.
Ors kind of crazy if you're
net here to get a particular
thing," Jenkinson said
. At a nearby Wal-Mart, Linda
Ballew, 56, arrived at 4:30 a.
to'
f

4

:
•
AP =
resident
id, Md.,'
d memseas, to .
for their

• and pugett_tWo
shopping carts containing .4 inch LCD television, 5 hand
mixers for girlfriends and more
thiui 50 DVDs,some for just $2,
aS: stocking stuffers for the
giVidchildren.
,"It's just exciting, it's wonderful to get out because it just
puts you in the Christmas spirit,! said Ballew of her holiday
tradition.
: In Manhattan, Best Buy drew
crowds for such early morning
bargains as a Sony laptop computer for $399.99, reduced from
$749.99,and a GPS device from
TomTom, which was priced at
$119.99, from $249.99.
If they were selling it, we
were buying it," Tom Shea, 23,
said as he surveyed his purchases at a midtown Manhattan Best
Buy store. He said he, some
friends and a cousin were the
first through the doors when the
store opened at 4 a.m.
Shea, of Brooklyn, and two
friends spent a total of about
$2,500 on two laptop computers, an Xbox game console, a
vacuum and several other items.
They estimated they had saved
about $1,500 — after waiting
for 35 hours outside the Fifth

Avenue store to make sure they
were first in line, he said.
Shoppers from overseas were
reveling in exchange rates that
made discounts even deeper.
The dollar hit record lows
against the euro and reached
their lowest point in 12 years
against the yen.
"Everything is half price for
us," Ashlee Clifford said, smiling, as she shopped at a Circuit
City in Manhattan. Clifford
lives in Northern Ireland.
She was unaware of the postThanksgiving shopping frenzy
— known in retail circles as
Black Friday — Until she
arrived in New York:
"It's absolutely madness,"
said Clifford, 26.
Recognizing a potentially
tough shopping season ahead,
stores began discounting weeks
ago, with such gimmicks like
expanded hours. While top luxury stores like Saks Fifth
Avenue continue to do well,
merchants that cater to middle
and lower income shoppers
have suffered as consumers
struggle with higher gas and
food prices as well as a slumping housing market.
There are no new, must-have
holiday items like Apple Inc.'s
iPod, though certain products
are doing well. At toy stores,
Smart Cycle, from Mattel's
Fisher-Price, and Jaldcs Pacific's
EyeClops, a handheld device
that magnifies objects, are
among the early hits, though
es have been stymied by con.V44.01011111101Pa40 Welk .
oming stores, dresses have
boOn. a Strong seller, according
to Dana Telsey, CEO of Telsey
Advisory Group, an independent research firm.
In electronics, there are no
new game consoles, though
shortages of Nintendo's Wii,
which made its debut a year
ago, have kept shoppers alert to
whatever has dribbled in.
Pam Batts, of Raleigh, NC.,
arrived at a Target in suburban
Knightdale at 3:30 a.m. Friday,
ready to buy a Wii for her 8 year
old son but left empty handed.
About 30 minutes before the
doors opened, Target staff
announced the store had been
sold out of the consoles since
Sunday.
"Now what do I do?" Batts
asked. "I've got just a month to
find one."
While Black Friday is
expected by some analysts to be
the busiest day of the season,
it's not a predictor of how retailers will fare in the season overall. In fact, the weekend only
accounts for about 10 percent of
overall holiday sales. But it does
set the tone since what consumers see that day influences
where they will shop for the rest
of the year.

AP

A CALL BACK HOME: A platoon of U.S. Army recruits stand with their backs to a bank of phone booths
waiting their turn as
their fellow recruits make a five-minute call to loved ones Thursday after eating a Thanksgiving meal at one
of the Fort Knox,
Ky., dining halls. The recruits, having just finished their induction into the Army, were to start their basic
training exercises
today
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Kohl's manager Denise Johnson holds the door open for early
shoppers in Lawrence. Kan . today The department store
opened at 4 a.m for their after Thanksgiving sale.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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Worthy
Investments
Last week the Kentucky Council on Secondary
Education recommended state legislators increase
Northern Kentucky University's funding by 20 percent over the next two years. It would be a welljustified show of state support for a university
that has such an admirable record of supporting
both the state and our region.
Kentucky legislators have grown impatient with
the commonwealth's lower-rung status in economic
development, work force readiness, educational
attainment anct health. They've set ambitious goals,
such as doubling the number of baccalaureate
degrees awarded in the commonwealth by 2020.
NKU is an institution perfectly poised to help
the commonwealth and especially our region
achieve such goals. It's a school that knows how
to dream, plan, execute and perfect. Hand it an
assignment like doubling the number of degreeholders, and it digs into its homework.
How to accommodate more students on a campus that's underbuilt by 30 percent? Start offering
courses six days a week instead of five, and put
more coursework online, where both traditional
students and full-time working adults can access
it.

How to draw more students to an essentially
commuter school that has struggled to create a
vibrant campus culture? Work with a private
developer to create new nearby housing, sparing
the university from a lengthy process of financing
and building its own. University officials are also
working with Corporex Cos. to create a nearby
complex of stores, restaurants and a hotel as a
hub for socializing.
How to not only widen the pool of students,
but deepen and diversify it? Recruit international
students who broaden the NKU experience for all
students, and who typically bring funding with
them. Accommodate nontraditional students by
more flexible scheduling and by increasing the
number of advanced degrees available, such as the
doctoral program in education to begin next year.
State legislators should be NKU believers by
now. The school has increased enrollment by 24
percent over six years while toughening admissions standards. It's partnered with local employers, developers, health care providers and educators on dozens of initiatives, and taught the region
how higher ed can respond to the changing needs
of the local economy.
Over the last decade, the Kentucky Legislature
has not only noted NKU's impressive accomplishments, but supported them. State appropriations
have increased by $27 million — % percent —
since 1998.
We hope legislators will send more state support
to this worthy university. It's not a gift. It's a
strategic investment.
— The Kentucky Enquirer
Fort Mitchell, Ky.
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DEMOCRATS ON IRAQ
Proposal would leave tens of thousands deployed
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Democrats' flagship proposal on Iraq is aimed at
bringing most troops home.
Yet if enacted, the law
would still allow for tens of
thousands of U.S. troops to
stay deployed for years to
come.
This reality — readily
acknowledged by Democrats
who say *it's still their best
shot at curbing the nearly
five-year war -- has drawn
the ire of anti-war groups
and bolstered President
Bush's prediction that the
United States will most likely wind up maintaining a
hefty long-term presence in
Iraq. much like in South
Korea.
For those who want
troops out, "you've got more
holes in here than Swiss
cheese." said Tom Andrews,
national director of the war
protest group Win Without
War and a former congressman from Maine.
The Democratic proposal
would order troops to begin
leaving Iraq. within 30- days,
a requirement Bush is
already on track to meet as
he begins reversing this
year's 30,000 troop buildup.
The proposal also sets a
goal of ending combat by
Dec. IS. 2008.
After that, troops remaining in Iraq would be restricted to three missions: counterterrorism. training Iraqi
security forces and protecting
U.S. assets, including diplomats.
This month, Senate
Republicans blocked the
measure, even though it was
tied to $50 billion needed by
t he military, because they
said it would impose an artificial timetable on a war that
has been showing signs of
progress.
Despite the GOP's fierce
opposition and a White
House veto threat, military
officials and analysts say the

anti-terrorism strikes in Iraq
using elite • special operations
forces without the massive
By ANNE FLAHERTY
footprint of conventional ;
forces.
forces.
security
Iraqi
the
ing
the
open
proposal leaves
"We've been told now
Christine Wormuth, who
door for a substantial force
that 90 percent of the Iraqi
served as staff director of
to remain behind. Estimates
units are capable of taking.
range from as few as a cou- Gen. James Jones' commislead, so six or nine
the
sion on training Iraqi securiple thousand troops to as
months from now we would
ty forces, said she estimates
many • as 70,000 or more to
expect those units would net
some 8,000 to 10,000 troops
accomplish those three misonly be taking the lead, they
are dedicated to training.
sions.
would be handling those •°
These "transition teams" are
There are about 164„000
missions," he said.
training
with
solely
tasked
troops in Iraq now.
Rep. John Murtha, who
and equipping Iraqi police,
Maj. Gen. Michael Barlead the anti-war
helped
army, air force, maritime and
hero, deputy chief of staff
effort in the House this yehr,
forces.
intelligence
for operations in Iraq.
said the bill might leave ag
But an undetermined numdeclined to estimate how
few as 3,000 or as many is
ber of additional troops promany troops might be need30,000 troops, but that the,,
ed under the Democrats' plan vide "on the job" training
broader message would be to
but said it would be hard to for Iraqi security forces by
blur the U.S, footprint suband
patrols
daily
conducting
misthose
of
any
accomplish
stantially.
alongmissions
other combat
sions without a significant
"I'm willing to negotiate,
side them, she said.
force.
but I think the most vulneraStudy
Iraq
the
year,
Last
all
of
combination
"It's a
ble part of this operation it
of our resources and capabil- Group, a bipartisan commisthe logistics tail," which
sion whose findings were the
ities to be able to execute
be taken out of
basis for the Democratic pro- should
these missions the way that
.
he said.
reach,
enemy
posal, recommended that
we are," Barbero said in a
Meanwhile, military ana00,(0) to 20.(XX) troops
recent phone interview from
lysts caution against worrying
should be embedded with
Baghdad.
much about the particutoo
Iraqi combat units.
For example, Barbero said
lars. The legislation has yet
Senate Democrats who
that "several thousand"
to pass Congress by a vetdchampioned the proposal say
troops are assigned to speproof majority. It also isn't
it was written deliberately to
cialized anti-terrorism units
binding; under the bill, Bush
give the military flexibility
focused on capturing high
ignore the 2008 deadlihe
can
and not cap force levels.
profile terrorist targets. But
to end combat.
Unlike their counterparts in
they often rely on the logisIndeed, the legislation is,
the House, many Senate
tics, security and intelligence
of a signal to the
more
Democrats have opposed
provided by conventional
White House that Congress;
stronger measures that would
troops, he said.
patience with the war is .
set firm deadlines on troop
"When a brigade is operthan any mandate on.
gone,
withdrawals or effectively
ating in a village, meeting
how to run operations. That
with locals, asking questions. force an end to the war by
could explain why entities •
cutting off money for corncollecting human intelligence
like the Government
on these very same (terrorist) 'bat.
Accountability Office have .;
-There's no way to say
organizations, that intelligence
not
examined the ramificadown the line how many
comes back and is merged
tions of the bill.
insurgency threats there will
and fed into this counterterOr as Anthony Cordesbe. how many militia threats
rorism unit," Barbero said.
a national security aittman,
there will be. how many al"So are they doing countertlyst at the Center for Stra
Qaida and other terrorist
errorism operations?
gic and International Studi
threats there' will be," said
"It's all linked and simulin Washington, put it: "A
Sen. Carl Levin. D-Mich.,
taneous," he added. "You
long as you're discussing t
chairman of the Armed Sercan't separate it cleanly like
bill that is designed for le
vices Committee.
that."
political purposes, you dort
Still, Levin and other
It's also difficult to prehave to get down to the
Democrats say the U.S.
cisely say how many U.S.
of whether it would
issue
could still launch effective
troops are tasked with trainwork or not."
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Bombs kill 26 in Baghdad, Mosul Iraq

Mrs. Delores Askew
Mrs. Delores Askew, 72, Hamlin, died Thursday, Nov. 22, 2007,
I:30 a.m, at her home. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of
Mrangements. Online condolences may
be sent to
www.imesmillercorn

e.47

„Nazi. Watkins
\ . Kinzie Watkins, 90, Utterback Road, Murray, died

Wednesday,
Nov. 21, 2007, at 1144 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had been a GAF-ISP maintenance foreman and
was a member of Palma United Methodist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents,
William Henry Watkins and Etta Filbeck Watkins,
two sisters and five brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Jo
Cathey Watkins, Murray; one son, James William
Watkins, Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.; one daughter, Mrs. Judith Watkins Arraz, Stanhope, N.J.;
three grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Watkins
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Jim
and Jim McKinney will officiate. Burial will follow in the
arshall County Memory Gardens, Benton.
-' Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
knday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, Ohio Valley Affiliate, Kentucky Region, 240
. hittington Parkway, Louisville, KY 40222 or American Cancer
:Society, do Gail Dyke, 1180 Dyke Rd., Benton KY 42025.
:
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AJ.S. soldiers celebrate
Thanksgiving across Iraq
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CAMP SPEICHER, Iraq
:;(AP)-Five years ago, Vincent
,kobo was working as a tobacco
salesman in his native India, and
had no idea what Thanksgiving
was.
Now Lobo is spending a fifth
year serving turkey, stuffing and
candied yams to U.S. soldiers
stationed in Iraq, courtesy of
one of the American military's
biggest practices here - outsourcing.
"It was a job opportunity for
me to come here. I make twice
Is much money as I did in India,
and here I can save all of my
earnings," Lobo said Thursday,
looking out over a sea of U.S.
military uniforms lining up for
turkey at this U.S. base in
Saddam Hussein's hometown of

BAGHDAD (AP) - Two
bombs exploded hours apart this
morning in a central Baghdad
pet market and a police checkpoint in the northern Iraqi city of
Mosul, killing 26 people and
wounding dozens, officials said.
The attacks were among the
deadliest in recent weeks, undersconng warnings by senior U.S.
commanders that extremists still
pose a threat to Iraq's fragile
security despite a downturn in
violence since a U.S.-Iraqi security plan began in mid-February.
The blast in the capital's popular weekly al-GhazI animal
bazaar occurred just before 9
a.m., shattering the festive
atmosphere as people strolled
past the stalls.
At least 13 people were killed
and nearly 60 wounded, including four policemen, according to
police and hospital officials.
Several shops also were damaged.
About 1:30 p.m. in Mosul, a
suicide car bomber struck a
police checkpoint, killing three
policemen and 10 civilians, said
police Brig. Gen. Mohammed
AP
A man injured in a bomb explosion is carried by his friend outside al-Kindi hospital in Baghdad,
al-Wakaa.
The al-Ghazt market, where Iraq, this morning. A bomb exploded in a pet market in central Baghdad killing at least 13 peosellers peddle birds, dogs, cats, ple and wounding dozens, Iraqi police said.
sheep, goats and exotic animals
such as snakes and monkeys, mats and birds to carry out the dogs was very encouraging and crowded and we were happy
has been targeted in the past. On ugliest crimes." he told Iraqi cheerful," he said. "There were about that," he said. -The Iraqi
also teenagers selling sandwich- security officials have deceived
Jan. 26, 15 people were killed state television.
The market has regained pop- es and tea in wheeled carts giv- us by their statements that the
when a bomb hidden in a box of
pigeons exploded as shoppers ularity after the lifting of a four- ing the impression that life is situation is 80 percent better
hour Friday driving ban to pro- back to normal again, but about People believed them and began
gathered around it.
Friday's blast was particular- tect prayer services from car 9 o'clock, we heard the sound of to go out thinking that it would
be safe. 1 think that the situatior
ly significant because it dealt a bombings. The Iraqi govern- an explosion."
He described a scene of will become worse again."
blow to an increased feeling of ment lifted the weekly ban in
In other violence, a parkec
confidence among Iraqis about September, citing the improving chaos, with birds flying through
smoke as the bodies of young car bomb targeted a police patrol
the recent calm in the capital and security situation.
A local storeowner who men who had been killed and in Shurqat, 155 miles northwest
surrounding areas.
of Baghdad, killing one office'
Brig. Gen. Qassim al- would only give his name as wounded lay on the ground.
"We helped evacuate some of and wounding 15 others, along
Moussawi, the Iraqi military Abu Zainab said he had only
spokesman for Baghdad, said reopened his business two them, then the Iraqi police and with one civilian, authorities
army came and told us to leave said.
the explosives were hidden in a weeks ago.
"I was reluctant to open it because they feared another
The top U.S. commander in
box carrying pigeons and other
after lifting the curfew because explosion could take place," he northern Iraq, Army Maj. Gen
small birds.
Mark P. Herding, warned earliei
"The security situation is of security concerns," he said of said.
Amir Aziz, a 22-year-old this month that northern Iraq has
moving in the right direction his cleaning supply store that is
toward the better, but there are about 150 yards from the blast pigeon vendor who was wound- become more violent than othei
ed by shrapnel, said he was in regions as al-Qaida and othei
still pockets that make use of site.
"Today, the view of many the middle of a transaction when militants move there to avoid
such opportunities as the prescoalition operations elsewhere.
ence of different kinds of ani- young men coming with pets, the blast occurred.
colorful fish in aquariums and
"Today, the market was very

vA

Sgt. Shawn Tostado, a 31year-old member of the 44th
Expeditionary Signal Battalion
from Sacramento, Calif., said
this was his first Thanksgiving
since his mother died in August.
-This is the first holiday I've
had without her. This is my
extended family now," Tostado
said, gesturing to his fellow soldiers at Camp Speicher in Tikrit.
"I do more with these guys than
anyone else."
"I've gotta say, these deployments are harder on the family
back home I think, celebrating
the holidays without us. We're
busy here constantly, but they
worry," he said.
Spc. Kevin Lipinski. a member of the 59th Military
Company who trains Iraqi
police in Baghdad, went without
The U.S. military puts on a sleep on Wednesday as he spent
traditional Thanksgiving cele- the day trying to get back to his
• bration for some 165,000 mill- base in a southeastern area of
try personnel stationed across the capital in time for
Iraq. The cost is in the "hun- Thanksgiving after a week of
dreds of thousands of dollars" at medical treatment in Germany.
this dinirtg hall alone - one of He suffered hearing loss followthree facilities at this base north ing a mortar attack.
of Baghdad, said Chief Warrant
"I just really wanted to get
Officer William Duff, who over- home to my unit," said the 27sees contractors here.
year-old from Elgin. III.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina "They're all accounted for, no
That pays for turkey and all "They're the closest thing to
(AP)- A Canadian cruise ship injuries whatsoever."
the trimmings for about 20,000 family we have out here."
The Nordnorge has enough
'Customers who include U.S.
But for this facility's 285 struck ice off Antarctica and
military members, contractors workers - all so-called "third began taking on water, but all room to accommodate all the
and an occasional visiting jour- country nationals" or TCNs - 100 passengers and crew took to passengers, "so they may very
lifeboats and were rescued safe- well continue their journey on
nalist.
Thanksgiving is an American
ly this morning by a passing the Nordnorge," Hayes said.
The gymnasium-sized facili- experience they've learned to
Norwegian liner, officials said.
The Explorer was completing
ty was decorated with red. celebrate in. of all places, Iraq.
The passengers and crew an ecological tour of Antarctica
orange and brown paper stream"Americans eat a lot of from the Explorer were picked when it struck
a chunk of ice
ers. Each long table was topped turkey. Actually they eat a lot of up by the Nordnorge, a that tore a hole about the size of
with a watermelon carved in the everything now that I think Norwegian cruise ship that was a fist in its hull, Hayes said.
shape of a basket, filled with about it," joked Gayan Thusitha, nearby and responded to the disShe called the evacuation
grapes and squash.
a Sri Lankan native who has tress call, said Susan Hayes of process "calm," saying pumps
. At the center of the room was spent more than three years G.A.P. Adventures of Toronto, were able to deal with incoming
a giant "horn of plenty" - a here.
which owns the stricken vessel.
water until the Nordnorge
It was believed that the 91 arrived.
huge bread basket made of
Thusitha and Lobo work for
Still, Hayes said the ship is in
dough and glazed with gelatin. a subcontractor for KBR passengers included at least 22
, Ice sculptures sat on either side Services, a Houston-based com- British citizens, 10 Canadians danger of sinking.
"It is listing. ... There is a
of a meat-carving station, in the pany that has a multibillion dol- and an undetermined number of
fast-melting shapes of Native lar contract to provide food, Americans. Earlier, the British possibility we may lose the
American busts in feather head- laundry and other services to coast guard had said 154 people ship," she said.
The British coast guard said
U.S. troops overseas. The men were aboard.
dresses.
passengers
"The
are it was told at 12:24 a.m. EST of
For soldiers across Iraq, it's a said they answered advertiseabsolutely fine," Hayes said. the incident involving the 2,646time to reflect on time spent ments in local newspapers back
away from loved ones back home for food industry jobs in
home, and to celebrate a tradi- Iraq and ended up here a few
tion as American as apple pie- months later. A manager for
which could be found at the their company, subcontracted to
dessert table, next to the pump- KBR, asked that the company's
name not be published.
kin pie.
Investments Since 1854
t • .i• “i
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100 evacuated safely from cruise
ship after it struck ice off Antarctica
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ton Explorer near the South an Argentine navy spokesman.
Shetland Islands and Graham
A navy statement said the
Land. an Antarctic peninsula.
captain ordered passengers to
Rescue centers in Norfolk. abandon ship about 90 minutes
Va., and Ushuaia. Argentina. after the first call and that they
were taking charge of coordinat- and the crew took to eight semiing the rescue, the coast guard rigid lifeboats and four life rafts,
said.
with the captain leaving the ship
An Argentine rescue and later.
command center received a first
The statement said Explorer
distress call at 11:30 p.m. EST was some 475 nautical miles
Thursday from the Explorer southeast of Ushuaia, the southamid reports it was taking on ernmost Argentine city and a
water through the hull despite jumping-off point for cruise
efforts to use onboard pumps. ships and supply vessels for
said Capt. Juan Pablo Panichini. Antarctica.
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COMMUNITY
Calloway County High School student selected
for KSP 'Drive To Stay Alive'Program
FRANKFORT. Ky. - - Nate
Mullins from Calloway County High School was one of 32
high school students throughout the state selected by Kentucky State Police to participate in the 'Drise to Stay
Alive' program The program
ran from Nos I I -14 and was
held at the KSP Training Academy in Frankton and Kentucky
Speedway in Sparta.
The "Wise to Stay Alive"
program teaches the students
safe driving techniques by Kentucky State Police instructors
with hands-on road driving and
classroom exercises. The students' receive four days of
intense drivers' training and
receive information about other
dangers, such as driving
unpaired, seat belt safety. distracted and aggressive driving.
—The program was designed
not only to decrease teen crashes but to provide them with
the tools to be advocates in
their own communities about
safe driving." explains KSP
Capt. Tim Lucas. commander
of the Highway Safety Branch.
'Ilse training includes topics such as collision causation.
vehicle dynamics and skid control, backing skills, multiple
turns and lane interchange, safety belts arid air bags, evasive
maneuvers, off-road recovery.
and controlled braking." added
Lucas.
According to Lucas, the real
potential of the 'Drive To Stay
Alive program begins after

the students return to their
schools.
-The students are teamed
with an expenenced state trooper to spread the message to
the student body in each school
and to their community as well."
he says. -The effectiveness of
the program is based on the
concept that a message conveyed by a fellow student carries more weight with other
students and is therefore more
memorable"
The students will be evaluated and scored on the safe
driving programs they present
to their respective schools and
communities. The students with
the most effective programs
are eligible for scholarship
funds. Their schools will be
rewarded as well.
Mullins lives in Calloway
County and is the son of Tionda Mullins of Murray. Mullins
is excited no bring the program back to his school and
community.
"This was a realistic and
mind-blowing experience," said
Mullins.
Last year in Kentucky, teen
drivers accounted for 26.842
collisions. Of that figure, there
were 6,146 injuries and 127
fatalities. Even more alarming, are the 2006 Driving Under
the Influence (DUI) charges
for drivers between the ages
of 16-19. There were 3,451
first offense DUI charges and
218 second offense charges filed
in Kentucky district court last
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recognized as follows:
Kentucky Country Day, 10th,
68 points; Kyle High School,
9th, 70 points; Paul Lawrence
Dunbar. 8th, 71 points; Graves
County. 7th, 95 points; Collierville High School from
Memphis. Tenn.. 6th. 96 points:
Calloway. 5th, 127; Assumption High School, 4th, 128;
Boone County, 3rd, 136; Rowan
County, 2nd. 156; and Grant
County, 1st, 196 points. Nineteen schools competed in the
tournament which was held in
Danville.
Students from Calloway
County High School placed as

Fred Claus
August Rush
PG • .12 55 - 3.20 - 7 15 • 915
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
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The book Rack
.30th Anniversary
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Photo provided
Nate Mullins, left, receives the certificate for the "Drive to Stay
Alive" program from Capt. Tim Lucas.
unique opportunity to make a
year.
"The goal of this program real difference," says Adams.
—They can help influence
is to decrease teen fatalities
on Kentucky -roadways." says on-the-road driving behaviors
Kentucky State Police Com- and save lives on Kentucky's
missioner Jack Adams."Nation- highways. It's a very worthally. motor vehicle crashes are while goal that will require
the leading cause of death dedication and effort on their
part, but it's worth it if they
among teenagers."
Adams save even one life. It could
Commissioner
believes the "Drive to Stay be their own, their best friend,
Alive" program will have a a neighbor or a family member."
lasting effect on these teens.
-These students have a

follows: Valerie Crowder, 1st
and Karson Crass, 4th, Broadcasting; Ansta Underhill. 5th.
Dramatic Interpretation; Will
Blackford and Karson Crass,
1st, Duo Interpretation; Danielle
Pritchett, 5th. Impromptu; Will
Blackford, 5th, Original Oratory: Patti White, 1st and Karson Crass, 4th, Solo Acting;
Seth Fortenbery, 5th. Oratorical Declamation. Will Blackford
was recognized in a special
category called the Quadrathon
for competing in both speaking and acting events. Blackford placed fourth in the
Quadrathon.

Students contributing to the
sweepstakes effort for Calloway
included: Ciera Gobert, Data
Wilson, Nathan Erwin, Susan
Holland, Austin Ramsey, Marci
Crouch, Kristina Fricker, Shea
Pierce, Emily Alton, Emily
Broh, Leah Hall, Sabrina Kariaski, Allison Barrett, Nathan
Erwin, Meagan Edwards, Erin
Towery, and Vince Futrell.
The CCHS Speech Team
will next travel to Bowling
Green to compete in the Western Kentucky University Hilltopper Senior Tournament on
Dec. 8. The team is coached
by Michael Robinson.
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Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Monday 9:30 .m. at the club house with Whitney M. Cooper of Flowers by Whitney as speaker. Hostesses
will be Lillie Fuqua, Jeanetta Bennett and Judy Kelso. Serving as hostesses in October were Freda Steely and Jackie
Helm.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Mu-,
ray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Library will be closed for holiday
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Calloway County Public Library will be closed today. Saturday and Sunday for Thanksgiving and for the carpets to be
cleaned. The library will open again at 8 a.m. on Monday.
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Reformers Unanimous to meet
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Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at EastwiSod Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Shriners sponsor Bingo
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Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
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Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
on Monday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Food Giant, Murray; on Tuesday for the same hours at WalMart in Paris.; on Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 2:3 p.m. at Hamlin One Stop, Hamlin; on Thursday
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
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Angel Alert issued
An angel alert has been issued for a standard size electric
refrigerator for a single mother of one. Anyone having one to
donate, call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at
762-7333.
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519-A South 12th St.• Murray, Kentucky
(Next to Beneon'e Sporting Goode)
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'Live Nativity Scenes' at center
"Live Nativity Scenes" will be shown inside of the Murray. State University Exposition Center on College Farm Road
on Friday. Nov. 30, and Saturday, Dec. I. from 6 to 9 p.m.
each night. This will include live camels and refreshments,
Sponsoring the event are United Methodist Churches of C4
loway County.

Two local groups now working
Photo provided
SPECIAL EVENT: The annual Breakfast with Santa, hosted
by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club, will
be Saturday, Dec. 8, from 9:30 to 11.30 a.m. at the club
house on Vine Street. The festivities include breakfast, crafts.
games and pictures with Santa. Tickets for adults and children
are $5 each and are available at Vintage Rose Emporium.
Thornton Tile & Marblem from Sigma members or at the door
All proceeds benefit various community projects. Pictured are
Santa with children at last's year event For more information,
call 753-7684
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Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m., bowl at I p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin at
474-8366.

Prue.• Giveaways
Refreshments & Many Items On Sale

270-753-4.521

AIM

Support group will meet

Seniors plan bowling

Sat., Nov. 24th • 9:30 am-4 pm

-Fri

-Thureld

The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is looking for volunteer bell ringers for its annual Christmas appeal.
Volunteers may call Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or at 7537265 after 5 p.m. for scheduling a time slot to volunteer.
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Noe, Tekino Vies & MaliterCare
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Creative Arts Group will meet
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Volunteer bell ringers needed
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Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the high school media center. All members and interested parties are urged to attend.

Phillip and Georgia Harrell ssill Ise honored at a reception. hosted by their five children, in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday. Nov. 25, 2007. from
2 to 4 p.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Glendale
Road and South 12th Streets.
Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited. The family requests
that guests not bring gitts.

he Mist
- 1.15 - 3:50 - 7.20 - 950
Mr. Magorium's
G - 1:10 - 7:10
American Gangster
R - 3:15 - 9:10
Movie
•
' - 1:35 • 3:40 • 6:55 - 8:50

The annual Murray Band Booster CRnu Sale is now underway. Proceeds ben.
eflt the band programs at Murray Middle
and Murray High Schools.
To order oranges, grapefruit or fruit
baskets see any Murray High band du....
dent or call Debby Ferguson at 767-9129s
Anne Newberry at 759-4820 or George.
Kipphut at 753-8910.
Orders can be accepted through Dec. 2;

CCHS Backboard Club to meet

The following is a reminder
of an event planned for he
coming week that was recent
ly published in the Murray
Ledger A Times.

PG. 1:30 • 3:55 • 7:05 • 9:2.5
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Death of a Parent Support Group will
By Jo Burkeen
meet Monday at 7 p.m. This is a• support
Community
group for people who have lost one or both
Editor
parents due to death and to help each other
through the hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

oyen/
'Reminders

P6I3 - 1 05 - 3.30 - 730'945

Murray Band Boosters
taking orders for citrus sale

Jo's
Datebook

CCHS speech team takes fifth place in tourney
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team took fifth
at the Danville High School
Tournament of Firsts on Saturday. Calloway won fifth in
the overall sweepstakes race
with 127 points.
The top ten schools were

OOmmmmmim

The Calloway County Senior Citizens Center and Murray
State University American Flumanics students are joining forces
to create shoebox gifts for children in third-world countries
through Operation Christmas Child. Help is needed. Donations
of small toys, hygiene products, hard candy, educational supplies. etc., are now being accepted along with monetary donations. Donations may be dropped off at the Senior Citzens
Center at 607 Poplar St., Murray. For more information contact Elena Faraone or Christopher White via e-mail at
Elena.faraone@murraystate.edu or Christopherwhite.mup
raystate.edu or telephone Christopher at 205-5272.

CCHS Alumni has fundraiser

•

The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools is
selling Amish baked goods for the holiday season. Orders are
now being taken for cakes, pies, roils, and jars of homemade
jams and butters will be delivered freshly baked to customer!
on Dec. 18 and 19. All proceeds will go toward classroopt
donations and the annual scholarship fund. To place an on*
contact any Alumni & Associates member or call Laura Lie
Winchester at 22'1-3441.
.

Rodent Control Bait available

Look great
Feel7eat

MERLE

noRmArr

Rodent Control Bait will be available at the following locations: Calloway County Health Center, Murray; Crawford's id
Lynn Grove: The C'ountry Store at Kirksey; Take Me Back
Cafe on Ky. 94 East; BB&T Bank at Hazel; and Hamlin 004
Stop at Hamlin.

Benton, KY

270-527-8899
IRUWEAR'

Gentry House lists special need
l'he Gentry House is looking for a car to be donated to
single mom with one child. Anyone wishing to donate a wot
ing car. call 761-6802.

4
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1214 Mayfield Highway, Benton KS 42024
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1./sFirt y Services contort die Ube 25.2-33*
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s.APOETTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
_Tuesday
6-46 p.m
'Thursday
6-45 p.m.

1111110111LIES OF SOO
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
'Sunday Morning Worship 10-30 a.m
,Sunday Evening Womhip 600 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study
7.00 p.m
earrIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
'COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Services
1100 ann.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
'Sunday School
1000 a.m.
'Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
'Sunday Night
600 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
5,00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
•
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
!Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
(Afternoon Worship
600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.

Hamlin Opt

•

nated to a
ate a work-

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10,60 am
Evening Worship
600 p.m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a m.
Worship
11.00 •.m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11,00 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NOR'THSIDE
Morning Worship
10,00 •.m
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunda,School
1000 a.m.
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
Ilam & 7 p.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Preaching
11,00 a.m.
Prayer Service
6:30 p.m.
Church
6,00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship 846 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30
Worship
1030 a.m. &6
Wed. Night Bible Study
7,00 P•m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
9:45
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00
Wednesday Prayer Meeting TOO
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-I0 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
,Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.
ST. JOHN
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am. Sunday School
Worship
Morning
11 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Sunday School
945 a.m. Worships
Wednesday
7 pin.
(Worship 8:30 & 10:55 a.m & 6 p.m.
WEST FORK
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10,00 a.m. Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:46 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930 a.m.
'
'
Sunday School
930 a.m. Worship
10,30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
•Worship
7 p.m.
1045 am.
GRACE BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10,45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
10 a.m.
'441ortibeg Worship
11 am.frS poor Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
',Wednesday
7 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
HARDEN BAPTIST
Worship
800, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
'1
Sun. Schools 8:00, 9,15 & 10:30 a.m.
.
".'Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
'Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
HAZEL BAPTIST
Saturday Mass
4,00 p.m.
Sunday School
930 a.m. Sunday Mass
10:30 a.m.
Worship
10,30 a.m. & 630 p.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
, Church Training
5:30 p.m. Saturday Maas
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m. Sunday Masses
Sam.& 11 a.m.

CATHOLIC

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service 11.00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Awana
5,30-7,30 p.m.
'Training Union
5:45 p.m.
'Evening Worship
630 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m
;Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
'
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
'Wednesday Worship
700 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
.Wednesday Worship
700 p.m

CHRISTIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

C111111111 SUOMI NM=
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
7.30 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
WOO a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 •.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

cAILME.L

Having a Good Day
Everyone enjoys having a
good day, and when we
feel good both physically
•
and mentally, it is beneficial for our overall wellbeing. When a person feels
good, they seem to have
more self-confidence and
things just seem to go better for them. When we
include God in our everyday activities and recognize that He is our source of strength, our lives
become even more complete. God wants us to be
happy people and to have pleasurable days with total
trust in His everlasting love for us. And, although life
bears many daily challenges, the way we handle these
various situations can often determine the kind of day
we will have. An active prayer life, a good attitude
and a positive outlook are ingredients that will help
us to have good days. Each day we should resolve
that we will not let other people's negative actions or
words hinder us, and we will put our trust in the Lord
who gives us strength and confidence.
But, you are a shield around me,0 Lord; you bestow
glory on me and lift up my head.
N.I.V. Psalm 3:3

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesday. Bible Study
7 p In
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p.m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.45 win
Evening Worship
600 p in
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10,30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000 am.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1060 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
KIRICSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7,00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 500 p.m.

{WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

=MCI OF MMIS =MST
or LAMB SAY SMITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.10 a.m
Sacrament Meeting
12.10 p.m

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10,30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
5:00 p.rn.
Tuesday
12:00 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9,50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10'30 a.m
Children's Sunday School 11 00 a m

NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
SOO a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7,00 p.m.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10,45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
1000 a.m.
Wednesday- Home Groups 6,00 p.m

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
11:00 am

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3p m
Wednesday
7pm
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9,30 a.m.
Worship
11.30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 1,
2 miles west of lynn Grow
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
10:45 a.m
Even i tig Service
730 pm
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 ain
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m.
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
140e Sycamore Sr
Sundays
1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
10,15 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Evening
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Itublic Talk
930 a.m
Watchtower Study
10130 a.m

Lutinami
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 am
Worship
1030 a.rn

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
lot & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m
Sunday School
950 a.m
DITXTEIR.DARD114 UNTIED
Contemporary Service
900 a.m
Bible Study
10:00 am
Regular Worship
11:00
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
1445 & /1 /Yeti
Sunday School
9:50 am
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
1100 a.m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
900 a.m
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
MOO a.m
Morning Worship
9,45 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m

10-00 a in
1100 aim

MT. HEBRON
Warship
1000•in
Sunday School
1100 •.m

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
1000 am
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.

METHODIST

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
1015 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7130 p.m.

Worship
Sunday School

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9,30 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a.ni
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9-46 a rn
Morning Worship
10 45 a ni
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
SOO am
Preaching
10,00 a in

EMMEN CHAPEL AKE CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.ni
Morning Service
11:00 aro

1111ZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a in
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Worship
6130 p ro
Wednesday Worship
6.30 p in

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Church
11 00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.

1

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 am.
Sunday Night
mi
5
73:00
00 pim
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Wed. Evening & Youth Service 7,00 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p.m.
Worship
10,30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Sun 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNTTED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00-7:30 p.m.

PHIMIITTEMIUI
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a in
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 am

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
9,30 a.m

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a.in
Worship
11:00 a.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 am

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10130 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Youth Service 6:30 p.m

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 630 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th St.

BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Budding Blocks & Heady Ma Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 Timothy 4:7
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4CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Family Is Here Jo
Help Yours.
1707W. Main • Murray • 270.753-1%2
Our

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-95no

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you,I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3
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ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as 101lows
First United Methodist:
Rev Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about On Being A Thankful People" with scripture from
Philippians 4:11-13 and I Thessulormins 516-18 at the early
light worship service at 8:45 cm.
,
the traditional worship service at II am Marcia Koeileac will be assistant worship
leader for the first service and
Jim Stahler for the second service. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is music
director and Joan Bowker is
organist. Terry Olson and Gary
Vacca are in charge of mu-s:
for the first service when
Danielle
Schwettman
and
Michelle Howard will present
special music. Kristen Shepard
will give the children's message at both services. Acolytes
will be Schafer Putz and Lucas
Hill with Nancy Putz as acolyte
parent. Sunday School will be
at 9:50 a.m. The previous week's
service is televised on New
Wave at II a.m, and on Murray Electric at 12:30 p.m.
First Baptist: Rev. Kerry
Lambert will speak about "Crisis and Maturity" at the 8:30
and 1055 a.m, worship services and a business meeting
will be at the 6 p.m. worship
service. left Stewart will give
his testimony at both morning
services. The sanctuary choir
will sing "Give Thanks"- and
Laurie Edminster will sing a
solo. "Jesus Loves Me," and
/inlet Finch and Pam Barron
will play "Fairest Lord Jesus"
at the second service. Margaret
Wilkins and Janet Finch will
be accompanists. Assisting will
be Don Edwards and Bert
Siebold, deacons., Raymond
Sims and Bill Adams, Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
and University Worship at 8
p.m.
hninianuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about -Today You Will
Be With Me In Paradise" with
scripture from Luke 23:43 at
the 1030 A.M. Last Sunday of
the Church Year Sunday worship service. Sunday School and
Adult Bible Class will be at 9
a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship
service with Jesse Lewis as the
pastor's assistant. Jo Lovett and
Steve Sexton will be greeters
Serving as acolytes will be Eliz •
abeth Brunn and Tech* Ethendge
Children's church will he directed by Donna Maynard. Dawn
Earheart will direct the choir
with Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle
and Carla Halkias as accompanists. Sunday School with Bob
West as superintendent will be
at 10:15 a.m. Because of the
Thanksgiving
holiday
no
evening services will be con-

Heal'

ducted.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Family Peace"
with scripture from I Peter 3:812 at the 9 A.M. worship service and about "Why I'm Thankful" with scripture from Psalm
100 at the 6 p.m worship service. Leading the song service
will be Todd Walker, associate
minister. Also assisting will be
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Kenneth Cleaver, Steve
Simmons, Kenny Hoover, Ron
Cook,Joe Crawford,Jeff Sparks,
Billy Joe Hendon, T.J. Hargrove and Gerald Coles. A short
worship service will be at 5
a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro, Martin Severn!, pastor, will speak
at the 8:30 and 10:50 am. and
6 p.m. worship services. Jeff
Prater is minister of music and
will sing a solo, "Thanks Be
To God" at the morning service. Assisting will be David
Ramey,deacon of the week. Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David Montgomery. co-pastor,
will speak about "From Beginning to the End: Chnst is King"
with scripture from Luke 22:2343 at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service. Todd E. Hill is choir
director with Lee Kern as pianist.
The choir will sing "How Great
Thou Art & Majesty Medley."
Assisting will be Sid Martin,
liturgist, and Jo Martin Ian
Holmes, Melinda Wall and Liz
Wall as ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean Worship at 4 p.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell. minister, will speak about "Joshua:
From the Heart Pan I" with
scripture from Joshua 2.4 at the
10 a.m. worship service. Roy
Hawkins and the University
Youth Group will be in charge
of the 5 p.m. service. Assisting Sunday morning will he
David Taylor. Greg DeLancey
and Bobby Bartell. Danny Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and family minister Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. ('harks
L. ROIC11, senior minister, will
speak about "Has the King left
the Building?" with scripture
from Colossians 1:11-20 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is minister
music with Julie Warner, Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill as
accompanists. Assisting will be
Debbie Caner. worship leader.
Don Bennett and Dan McKee),
elders, and David Robinson.
David Riola, Rita Riola, Keena
Miller and Tory Daughtrity. diaconate.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis Niwvell, pastor, will speak
about "Calvinism the Cancer
of Evangelism" with scripture
from Ephesians 2.8 at the 8:45
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Kelly to speak here on joy

and II a.m. worship services
and about "Human Rights by
By TOM BERRY
in his spiritual journey and powerful ability to combine the
the Law" with scripture from
Staff Writer
how he "overcame in the bat- ageless tool of storytelling with
Exodus 21:1-32 at the 6 p.m.
Noted Christian author and tle that we all find ourselves a profound understanding of
worship service. Dec and Kathy
speaker Matthew Kelly is sched- immersed in at one time or today's culture and the comLipford will lead the 'worship
uled for a seminar at Murray another." Lyons said Kelly's mon yearnings of the human
services with Hazel Brandon,
State University on the sub- invitation to speak locally orig- heart." according to his Web
Susan Reynolds, Dec Lipford
ject "A Call to Joy"
inated with a group from St. site. "As a result he captures
and Carol Kelly as accompaKelly, who has written sev- Leo's that attended a steward- our imaginations and helps us
nists. Sunday School for all
eral books centered on the ship conference in the sum- to see the challenges and opporages will be at 10 a.m.
theme, "...becoming the best- mer of 2006 where Kelly hap- tunities of our everyday lives
Westside Baptist: Dr. Allan
version-of-yourself," will speak pened to be a speaker.
in a new light. With a keen
Beane, guest speaker, will speak
"To be honest, I wondered sense of humor and heartwarmabout "Giving Thanks in All at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Dec.
Circumstances" with scripture 6, at MSU's Curris Center the- with some dread and appre- ing charm, Kelly seems to
hension exactly who Matthew effortlessly elevate and enerfrom I Thessalonians 5:16-18 atre.
Associate Professor Robert Kelly was and how long he gize people to pursue the highat -the 10:30 a.m, worship service. Tommy Scott is minister Lyons, who is promoting the would be speaking. Oh my, est values of the human spirof music. The church choir will event, said the visit is spon- were we all surprised, moti- it and become 'the-best-versionsing "How Great Is Our God" sored by St. Leo's Catholic vated and blessed to hear him," of-themselves.—
Kelly has also gained
with Michael D'Elia as soloist Church and is free to the pub- Lyons said. "Our experience
and John Scott, Jonathan lic. He encourages anyone that was that he has a talent for acclaim as an author. His most
Burgess, Tommy Hoke and is looking for more victory in articulating to Christians gen- recent books include: 'The
e Book
Danny Richerson will present living the Christian life to erally, and Catholics particu- Rhythm of Life,"
special music at the morning attend. Lyons says Kelly has larly, the vision of holiness of Courage," "Re scovering
hour. No evening service will a gift for highlighting the joy that Christ has for us in terms Catholicism," 'The hepherd,"
be held as this is Family Life that Christ brings and point- of priorities and of choices." "A Call to Joy- an "Mustard
According to Kelly's Web Seeds." Collectively his titles
Sunday. Assisting will be Steve ing out the barriers that we
Smith and Danny Cunningham, allow the culture of the world site, the speaker was born in have been published in more
Sydney, Australia in 1973. Over than a dozen languages and have
deacons. Sunday School will to put between us and joy.
"We are excited to have him the past 10 years more than sold more than one million
be at 9:30 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy come to Murray to speak to three million people in 50 coun- copies.
For more information about
Cunningham. pastor, will speak St. Leo parish, but also the tries have attended his talks,
at the 111:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. broader Christian community seminars, and retreats and mil- Kelly's visit, contact St. Leo's
worship services. Henry Nance of Murray regardless of denom- lions more have been touched Catholic Church at 753-3876.
by his writings and appear- For more information about
is minister of music with Onei- ination,- he said.
Kelly is expected to talk to ances on radio and television. Kelly,
go
online
at
da White, Sherry Fortner and
"Both as a speaker and as www.matthewkelly.org.
Kathy Garrison as accompa- people of all Christian faiths
nists. Kailey Stone will sing a concerning what he has learned an author, Kelly possesses a
solo at the evening hour. Eddie
Morris will give the children's
sermon and Brian Steward is
minister of youth. Assisting will
Murray Nazarene Church
In our
be Charles Long. deacon of the will celebrate its 40th anniverweek. and Walter Bell, Charles sary on Sunday.
Craig, Willie Dick and Gene
Rev, Bob Cantrell will be
Collins, ushers. Sunday School the guest speaker for the wor- noon and a gospel concert with members invite the public to
will be at 9:30 a.m.
ship service to follow Sunday Jean and Bill Wolford. Mur- attend this special day of celray's celebrated bass singer, at ebration. The church is beatNorth Pleasant Grove Cum- School starting at 9:45 a.m.
berland Presbyterian: Rev.
ed at 1714 Plainview, Murray.
Lunch will be served at 2 p.m.
Pastor Mike Wilford and
Charles Westfall, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. ('amine Cain will be
song leader with Margaret Nell
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
PARIS. Tenn.-- The Paris tra and leads his own wellThe concert is free to the
will be at 10 a.m.
Henry County Arts Council is known Todd Hill Quartet and public thanks to sponsors ComBethel United Methodist: once again bringing to the com- Orchestra throughout
the region. mercial Bank and Trust ComRev. Jason Jones, pastor, will munity and surrounding area
Elaine Conger is serving as pany; AT&T; and Perry,
speak at the 9:30 a.m. worship George F. Hiuidel's Messiah
on organist for the Messiah. She McCain, & Cowart and the
service with Bobby Rowland Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. at First Bap- is
the fort= Eeniql..litIV-11A Unnessee Arts Commission.
as liturgist. Congregational tist Church. 313 Poplar St.,
of music at the Renaissance
This project is funded under
youth will be acolytes. Janna Pans, Tenn. A sixteen
piece Center in Dickson and a an agreement with the TenSchroader will lead the music orchestra and a fifty-two
mem- Nashville native. She current- nessee General Assembly and
with Lavonia Rowland as ber choir will he performing.
ly serves part-time as the Edu- administered in cooperation
pianist. Susan Evans will direct
Todd E. Hill, a Henry Coun- cation Specialist at the Dixie with the State of Tennessee,
the children's time and Happy ty native, is this year's
con- Carter Performing Arts and Aca- the Tennessee Arts Commission,
Bynum will be greeter. Sunday ductor. He is director
of Jazz demic Enrichment Center in and the National Endowment
School with Gary Evans as ensemble at Murray State
Uni- Huntingdon
and
as for the Arts and Northwest
superintendent will be at 10:30 versity. He is pianist for
the pianist/organist at Grace Epis- Tennessee Development Disa.m. A singing and fellowship Paducah., Symphony Orchescopal Church in Paris.
trict.
meal will be at 6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones,
pastor, will speak at the II
a.m. worship service with Bob
Alexander as liturgist. Congregational youth will serve as
acolytes. Eddie Ramsey will lead
the music with Rita Culver,
Question: I have always
the talents, Jesus told of a
first done for us. The privihalm Burkeen. Hansel Keith worked hard for what I
man who received one talent
lege of cooperating with God
and Eugene Dick as accompa- have. So,. why should
(money) and failed to take
in the process of his blessing
nists. Children's time will be give thanks to God as if he any action with it. His mas- us so richly is itself a wondirected by Beth Morehead, gave it all to me?
ter said to him: "You
derful gift of his grace. As
Answer: I am reminded
Marcia Crick will serve as
wicked, lazy servant! So you
the Bible declares, "Every
knew that 1 harvest where I
greeter. Sunday School with of my all-time favorite
good and perfect gift is from
have not sown and gather
Joel Jackson as superintendent movie, "Shenandoah," Durabove, coming down from
ing the American Civil War.
where I have not scattered
sill be at
the Father of the heavenly
a widowed Virginia farmer,
seed? Well then, you should lights" (James 1:17). The
Coldwiter
Church
of
have put my money on
apostle Paul assured the
Christ: Brad McNutt, minister, played by Jimmy Stewart,
deposit with the bankers, so
Philippians that he could do
sill speak about "Heaven: The gathered his large family
around the dinner table.
that when I returned I would everything needed, but only
!tome of the Faithful" at the
With a commanding voice,
have received it back with
throogh Christ who gave him
1015 a.m. worship service and he ordered
them to bow their interest" (Matthew 25:26-27).
the strength (Philippians
about "The Church of Laodices" heads while he said grace.
Jesus also said that the talent 4:13).
with scripture from Revelation In his prayer he
said. "Lord,
was taken from the man and
Why should you give
3.14-22 at the 6 p.m. worship we plowed the ground, we
he was cast out into the
thanks? King David
service. Kevin Smith will be planted the seed, we harvestdarkness. However, our abilianswered for us: "Yours, 0
song leader.
ed it, prepared it and set it
ty to work, earn and accomLORD, is the greatness and
Calvary Temple Pente- on the table. If we hadn't
plish anything comes only
the power and the glory and
costal: Pastor Rev. Darrell done it, it wouldn't he here.
because of the generosity of
the majesty and the splendor,
oung will speak at II am
But we thank you anyway,
our Heavenly Father. It is
for everything in heaven and
worship service. Wesley young
he who has given us life
earth is yours. Yours, 0
In the world our God has
is in charge of praise and worand all the resources that
LORD, is the kingdom; you
ship with special singing by created, we have very little
make everything else possiare exalted as head over all.
ble. Apart from what God
the Calvary Choir. Sunday that comes to us without
Wealth and honor come from
some
action
on
our
own
has
given
us,
we
can do
School for all ages will begin
you; you are the ruler of all
part.
This
is
not
a
world
nothing.
Yes,
the farmer
things. In your hands are
at 10. Wednesday Bible Study
for
the
lazy
and
indifferent.
must
plow
the
ground,
plant
strength and power to exalt
and Youth Groups will meet at
The apostle Paul taught the
the seed and harvest the pro- and give strength to all.
7 p.m
Thessalonians
Christians
that
duce;
but
God
first
gave
Now, our God, we give you
him
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
if a man will not work neithe ground, put fertility in
thanks, and praise your gloriCunningham. pastor, will speak
ther. should he eat (2 Thessa- the soil, made the seed to
ous name. But who am
at it, 915 and WIN a.m. wor- lonians .4:10).
Everyone is
germinate and provided the
and who are my people, that
ship services in continuation of expected to carry
his part of
sun and rain to nourish the
we should be able to give as
his sermon series, "Is Your Fam- the load in life. The biblicrop In the parable of the
generously as this? Everyily on the Rock. Or on the cal wisdom literature also
talents, each one was first
thing comes from you, and
Rocks" with his message Sun- affirms this principle: "Lazy
given his talents by the maswe have given you only
day on "Homegrown Kids. Part hands make a man poor, but
ter before he could do anywhat comes from your handII " No evening service will be diligent hands bring wealth"
thing. The work we humans (I Chronicles 29:10-14).
held as this will be Family Night. (Proverbs 10:4; cf. Proverbs
do is necessary, but our
I pray you will have a
Sunday School is held at 8. 19:15: 26:15: Eecksiastes
actions are quite insignificant
happy and thankful Thanks9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
10:18). In the parable of
compared to what God has
giving weekend.
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CHURCHES

'Messiah' to performed December 1

What does Christ say about thanks?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at
University Church of Christ
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(1)0% APR financing for 60 months equals $16.67 per month and for 36 months equals $27.78 per month per $1,000 financed with 10% down through Chrysler Financial. Financing for wellqualified buyers. Not all buyers will quality.(2)02007 SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. "SIRIUS,""SIRIUS Back seat TV," the SIRIUS dog logo and related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc.
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Racers have opportunity to
boost holiday blood supply

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 limes

ACS MEDIA AWARDS: The American Cancer Society announced that the Murray Ledger &
Imes has been recognized with the Beacon of Hope Award for Media Excellence in Kentucky
-y the American Cancer Society's Mid-South Division. This award recognizes both print and
Slectronic media whose in-kind contribution(s) amounted to $10,000 or more during the fiscal
tear. The Ledger also was awarded second place Best Print Supporter (non-metro category)
iIi Kentucky Shown accepting the awards from 2008 Murray-Calloway County Relay for Life
thair Tracy D McKinney (left) are Ledger & Times Publisher Alice Rouse (center) and Ledger
Times Editor Eric Walker
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All presenting donors will be
Homecoming game, fraternity mixer and psychology exam entered into a drawing for prizes
are a few examples of what you courtesy of the Murraymay find on A college student s Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. Two parcalendar.
What's missing? How about ticipants will also have the
opportunity to win a free lunch
blood donation appointment?
Young people donate about courtesy of Rudy's.
In addition to whole blood,
I4-percent of the blood needed
to treat patients in area hospitals. donors will have the opportunity
Their donations benefit individ- to give double red cells. Unlike
uals such as newborns in inten- traditional whole blood donasive care units, bum victims, tions, which are sent to the labocancer patients and people ratory for separation into cominjured in automobile accidents. ponents, this process separates
The fact that these patients rely your blood into its components
on blood transfusions is why all as it is being drawn.
The donor's plasma, which
healthy people at least 17 years
of age are asked to donate blood. contains vitamins, minerals and
You can help by donating nutrients in blood, is returned to
blood on Nov. 27 and Nov. 28, the donor during the donation
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the process, along with a small
Curris Center located on the amount of saline solution.
campus of Murray State Because red cells are the component most needed for blood
University.

types 0+,0-, A- and B-, double.
red cell donation allows you to:
give just what patients need.
The American Red Cross.,
wants your donation to be as.
safe and successful as possible.
Drink extra water and fluids,
before you donate. Eat foods::
containing protein or complex,
carbohydrates during and after,
donating. Remember to bring
positive identification with yoti
to the blood drive.
Giving blood only takes:
about 8-10 minutes. And the:
entire process takes about an:
hour. In an hour, you can help:
save a life!
If you are at least 17 years of
age, weigh a minimum of 110:
pounds and are in good general:
health, you may be eligible to:
dontite blood. For more information on blood donation, call 1800-448-3543.
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COBRA/Alternative
Sell-Employed
Small Businesses
Solunons with choices are easy. just Cal

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City Schools
and Calloway County Schools have been released by Bridget
Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively
for the week of Nov 26-30
Menus subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows

Robert BillIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
roberteetnemurronsurapcgage,

Photo provided.

MURRAY CITY
Breakfast (toast. cereal. juice and milk availstrudel, Tuesday - biscuit and
toaster
able daily) Monday
gravy. Wednesday breakfast on a stick. Thursday - sausage
and biscuit. Friday - yogurt and graham crackers. Lunch

FOOD BASKETS: Intrepid USA staff, AnneSilkman, AE, and Chris Wendl, MSW, are showrt
filling Thanksgiving food baskets for six families who live within their home health service area.;
Intrepid employees donated more than 125 food items to go with turkeys donated by Food
Giant in Murray and Mayfield and King Brothers in Benton.

Elementary

(canned or fresh vegetables. canned or fresh fruit and lowfal
milk available daily) Monday - hare and cheese sandwich
tuna salad plate wicrackers. Tuesday • roast beef w/cheese
sandwich, chicken ?apt& Wednesday - taco salad, grilled chickw/corn muffin. BBC) nbete
en sandwich. Thursday
sandwich Friday - French bread pizza, Sloppy Joe on bun
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal, juice and milk available
toaster strudel. Tuesday - sausage and bisdaily) Monday
assorted muffins, Thursday - breakfast
Cult. Wednesday
pizza, Friday - waffle sticks Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables. canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Monday - chicken casserole, crispito w/cheese. Tuesday grilled cheese sandwich, hot submarine sandwich. Wednesday
spaghetti w/meal sauce. bean &bacon soup/crackers. Thursday -Sloppy Joe sandwich, fish and cheese on wheat. Friday
ravioli w/dinner roll, chicken patty sandwich
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal. 'Lace and milk available
Lilly) Monday blueberry muffin. Tuesday - biscuit and gravy.
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick. Thursday -Jausage biscuit. Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned
and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - taco salad
bar, chef salad w/crackers and dressing. Thursday - Salisbury steak w/gravy, tuna salad plate, Thursday - chili w/cheese
chef salad w/crackers and dressing, Friday - breaded
chicken sandwich, fish sandwich w'tartar sauce

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementeries Monday - apple
muffin. milk, Wednesday - banana.
sauce, milk. Tuesday
fruit juice, Thursday - cereal, graham crackers. milk. Friday
animal crackers, milk

Preschool Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - cereal. muffin. Tuesday - oatmeal. muffin. Wednesday - pancake w/syrup. banana. Thursday - biscuit wisausage gravy. Friday - yogurt, muffin Lunch (milk
Pepperoni pizza, whole kernel corn
served daily) - Monday
oven hied chicken, roll, scalloped potapeaches. Tuesday
taco salad, lettuce, tomato.
toes. apple sauce. Wednesday
cheese, pinto beans, wheat bread. Thursday - chicken nuggets.
whole kernel corn, green beans, roll. Friday - peanut butter
and jelly sandwich, carrots w/dip. peaches
Elementeries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt.
fruit juice fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit. Tuesday waffle sticks wsyrup, Wednesday cinbreakfast pizza. Friday namon raisin biscuit. Thursday
yogurt, toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - vegetable soup. hot ham
and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Tuesday pizza. breaded chicken sandwich, peanut butler and jelly sandchicken nuggets. roll, tuna salad sandwich. Wednesday
cheesy crispwich, yogurt and animal crackers. Thursday
hot
to. turkey sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Friday
dog ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich
Middle - Breoldest (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit. Tuesday chicken biscuit. Wednesday - breakfast pizza. Thursmuffin, cereal and pop tart
sausage biscuit. Friday
day
Lunch (assorted vegetables. chef salad, fruits and milk served
daily) Monday • chicken nuggets. roll, corn dog. turkey and
super nachos, turkey club ham
cheese sandwich. Tuesday
and cheese sandwich Wednesday - chili cheese burrito, breaded chicken sandwich ham and turkey submanne sandwich.
Oven hied chicken roll. Chuckwagon sandwich,
Thursday
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Friday hot dog turkey and
cheese sandwich
High - Breakfast (cereal toast cinnamon toast. Poptarts.
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - ham biscuit. Tuesday pancake and sausage on a stick w syrup, Wednesday
biscuit w sausage gravy. Friday
chicken biscuit. Thursday
• yogurt, toast Lunch (chef salads fresh fruits, vegetables
deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday
• cream of potato soup, pizza sticks, corn dog. Tuesday fish nuggets hush puppies subrnanne sandwich Wednesday
chicken
• spaghetti Texas toast ham sandwich, Thursday
patty. roil lootIong hot dog. Friday - ours. fish sandwich

Toddler survives fall from third floor
LEDGER N 'FUMES
Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

NEW YORK (API — A toddler who crawled out a thirdfloor window during his family's Thanksgiving festivities and
tell onto a store roof not only
survived — he didn't even break
a bone.
Brandon Pfiebe said his 14month-old son, Bradley, tum-

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Khipper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Mapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

ehysician's Hearing Center

7

ill

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

of Kentucky
q-Coliday Schedule
We will be closed Thursdayfor the
.Tita ?list/iving TioCiday.

oniursday Route Wale Picidti, Trtidy
friday Routs War Be"kid,Saturday

lfayyy lfoficfays!
Than You For Your Cooperation
247-4435 or 800-58c-6o3

bled from a bedroom window in
his aunt's Brooklyn apartment
on Thursday. His relatives said
they thought the window was
closed.

Bradley fell about 20 feet
onto the roof of a music store
next door, police said.
Priebe told police that his son

wasn't seriously injured in the
fall.
The boy was in stable condition later Thursday at a local;
hospital, where no update on his:
condition was available early
Friday.
"It's a miracle," said Anna:
Priebe, the boy's mother.

Holiday programs at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Celebrate the spint of the holiday season with Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) National
Recreation Area and take part in
a variety of fun, traditional, and
educational programs.
On Saturday from 1 to 4
p.m., The Homeplace celebrates
Christmas in 1850. This program offers the smell of homemade cookies, stockings hung
over the fireplace, and voices
raised in song signifying that
Christmas has come to The
Homeplace. Visitors can learn
to make simple Christmas decorations to decorate the tree, collect favorite holiday recipes, and
relax to the sound of old-time
Christmas tunes with the Dixie
Later, join in
Volunteers.
singing 1800's Christmas carols
as we usher in Santa Claus by
horse-drawn wagon to delight
everyone with tales from his
past. All ages are welcome at
this family event.
The Homeplace will also be
offenng a special evening program on Saturday. Dec. 8 and
IS. This program, A Christmas
Eve at The Horneplace, will feature 19th century Chnstmas traditions. Join The Homeplace

family as they prepare for an
1850's Christmas Eve. Bring
the family and help us celebrate,
this holly, jolly holiday. Doors:
:
open at 4:30 p.m.
The
Golden
Pond
Planetarium offers two holiday:
programs Dec. 1-21, A Story of
Christmas explores the customs
of Christmas, and 'Tis the
Season allows visitors to discov,
er the cultural, seasonal, and
religious rituals from around the'
world. Call 270-924-2020 for:
more information.
Some programs require reservations and full deposits. Please
call 270-924-2020 for additional:
information or to reserve your
spot.
Admission to The

Homeplace and Nature Station
is $3 for ages 13 and up; $2 for
ages 5-12; 4 and under, free.
Land Between The Lakes is.
managed by the Forest Service,:
U.S. Department of Agriculture,:
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for a
Calendar of Events and updates
on programs and policies.

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated
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GET CrAAPR FINANCING FOR UP TO
ON SELECT MODELS )

60 MONTHS

ALL-NEW LIBERTY

ii

• AVAILABLE INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE FULL-LENGTH
POWER-RETRACTABLE SKY SLIDER"' ROOF
• ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
WITH ALL-SPEED TRACTION CONTROL')
• UNSURPASSED AVAILABLE 5,000-LB
TOWING CAPACITY

$1000

9
CASH ALLOWANCE

OR

0

% APR

FINANCING3)

provided:
ShOWR

e area4
y Food

oil

COMMANDER
• AVAILABLE 3-ROW/7-PASSENGER

in the

FOLD-FLAT STADIUM SEATING
• SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS ALL 3 ROWS(4)
• THE MOST CAPABLE
7-PASSENGER eke,'

e condi4
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te on his;
le early,

GRAND CHEROKEE
• FIVE-STAR GOVERNMENT
CRASH TEST RATINGM
• NEWLY UPGRADED
AVAILABLE 4.7L V8 ENGINE
• BEST-IN-CLASS TOWING
OF UP TO 7200,
LB17'

KIJI

d Anna:
.

$3000
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OR

9
CASH ALLOWANCE

%

APR

FINANCING

FOR Go moNnism

$3,0013

OR 0% APR
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COMPASS

PATRIOT

• 28 HWY MPG EPA
• FIVE-STAR GOVERNMENT
SIDE CRASH TEST RATING(6)
• STANDARD SUPPLEMENTAL
SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGSA
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$500
CASH ALLOWANCE

• STANDARD ELECTRONIC
STABILITY PROGRAMi2,
• STANDARD SUPPLEMENTAL
SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAG8i4)
• AVAILABLE RECLINING
REAR SEATS

OR

%

APR

$500

FINANCING3)

CASH ALLOWANCE

OR

0%

APR

FINANCING 3)

PLUS GET THE BEST WARRANTY IN THE INDUSTRY

Have fun out there. Jeep
jeep.com
SUCKLE UP

APR financing for 60 months equals $16.67 per month and for 36 months equals $27 78 per month per $1,000 financed with 10% down through Chrysler Financial. Financing
far well-qualified buyers. Not all buyers will qualify.(2)AIways dnve carefully, consistent with conditions Always wear your seat belt.(3)Financing for well-qualified buyers. Not all buyers
will qualify (4)Always sit properly in the seat with the seat belt fastened (5)Based on overall static scoring of available features vs 2005 competitive models.(6)Star ratings are part of
U.S. Dept. or Transportation's Saterear gm, program (www.satercargoy). Fititimen properly equipped Jeep is a registered trademark of Chrysler LLC.
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Exhibit spotlights JFK's fitness push
BOSTON (API -- When it came to
encouraging fitness, few did more to
get Americans off the couch than John
F. Kennedy.
And he did it not by decree, but by
example: from his days on Harvard's
sailing team and the Kennedy family
football games to defining physical fitness as a key principle of his iithIlifliStration even before his inauguration.
As the nation grows fatter four
decades after his assassination,
Kennedy's call for physical activity is
being revisited in an exhibit of photographs, personal effects and sports
memorabilia at the John F. Kennedy
Presidential Library and Museum.
"Without a doubt, we need it now
more than we ever did,- junior high
school teacher Brenda Ivey, of
Pasadena. Texas, said of Kennedy's
message as she examined his sports
awards and watched his speeches
encouraging Americans to get moving.
Kennedy's push eventually changed

AP

In this photo provided by the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library, John F.
Kennedy looks at a bat with baseball greats, from left. Ted Williams, Eddie
Pellagrini and Hank Greenberg in this photo dated April, 1946.

This Holiday Season -

the focus of school physical education
programs from sport skills to fitness
and sparked a national fitness awareness.
When Kennedy challenged U.S.
Marines to finish a 50-mile hike in 20
hours, so many civilians took up the
dare that the White House had to warn
the public that the grueling task could
be hazardous for many people.
Kennedy was inspired by a conviction that youth fitness is a measure of
the vitality of a nation, and he worried
that many young people in the military
were failing their fitness tests, said
curator Frank Rigg.
In an article he wrote for Sports
Illustrated, under the headline "The
Soft Amencan," Kennedy challenged
Americans to take an active lifestyle
seriously.
"The age of leisure and abundance
can destroy vigor and muscle tone as
effortlessly as it can gain time."
Kennedy wrote. "A single look at the

packed parking lot of the average high
school will tell us what has happened to
the traditional hike to school that
helped to build young bodies."
Once in office, he pushed to
strengthen the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and hired legendary
Oklahoma University football coach
Bud Wilkinson to lead it.
The advisory body — set up by
President Eisenhower as the President's
Council on Youth Fitness — started
running advertisements encouraging
people to exercise. Influential figures
sig,ried up to back the initiative.
Kennedy was the most influential
president when it came to physical fitness, said sports historian Jack
Berryman. "I think he brought an
awareness of the problem to the
American people and to the schools and
to the national government level," said
Berryman, professor of medical history
at the University of Washington's
School of Medicine in Seattle.

STIHL.

Get a STIHL of a Deal!

CUT FIREWOOD
& HEATING BILLS'
MS 170 Chain Saw

$17995
See your local dealer for a
lull line of VIM chain saws

PICK UP A GIFT SET
purchase
JUST $0951 ofwithSTIHL
unit

Gift Set Includes:
• Protective Eyewear
• Ear Protection
• STIHL Hat

AP

Ermalene Cunningham, left, rehearses a routine with the Miami Heat Golden Oldies dance
team prior to performing at a basketball game between the Heat and Detroit Pistons in Miami.

SI9 95 ii purchase0 st•pai

Miami Heat senior dangers
shimmy through golden years

While sUPpilltS last

See your local

FS 45 Timmer

dealer for, lull line
•
•00
01 STIHL blowers

$13995

MIAMI (AP) — Yvonne
Serecigni throws her hands in
the air as she bounces across the
floor in rehearsal, strutting and
thrusting to blaring rap music in
unison with her 12 teammates.
"Use your pelvis!" the choreographer shouts."Pelvis! Pelvis!
Pelvis!"
Serecigni, 82, is not embarrassed that thousands of Miami
Heat fans will see her embracing
the beat this year — and neither
are the younger members of her
family.
"My grandkids think I'm
cool. That's the word — cool,"
she said. "I think I dance for
them, for their reaction. They go
around telling everybody 'My
Oldie."grandiother's
a
Golden

.Well balanced homeowner
trimmer

BG 55 Handheld Blower

$13995

L

lightweight

virt

local
dealer tor a full line
of STIHL trimmers ase

See your

Oporial vacuum
and gutter kit
attachments availabie

Protective Apparel Makes Great Stocking Stoners!

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
stihlusa.com
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doctors' offices, and receive
roars from Heat fans that could
turn Shaquille O'Neal green
with envy.
This is their fourth season.
"My husband says in basketball season I have tunnel
vision," said dancer Rosanne
Morantz, M."I say, well, this is
very important to me. Very
important to me. We all really
enjoy it, you can tell that. Don't
we all look like we're having
fun?"
Bum out of a Jazzercise program, the Golden Oldies were
the NBA's first senior dance
team — seven others have since
formed. They appear at about
one Heat game a month and performed at the 2006 All-Star
Game in Houston.
Golden Oldies. the
'They straight," Pistons' forsenior citizen dance ward Rasheed Wallace said
are celebrities in their about the Golden Oldies.
"They're out there, doing their
thing. It's a good thing for the
crowd.The Golden Oldies rehearse
behind closed doors in a back
room at a senior center in suburban Pembroke Pines, blasting
"Soulja Boy" for nearly two
hours to perfect their shakes and
turns,
"When they come out doing
Soulja Boy, everyone's going to
say 'What? Are you kidding me?
How did they know how to do
that?" said choreographer
Janine Thompson. who also
directs the Heat's better known
dance team. "Not only do they
Stk 48035
perform the moves, but they per8045
form them accurately — and the
crowd loves ii."
Model #41518
Before the Heat's season
opener against the Detroit
Pistons on Nov. I, first-year
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Golden Oldie Jane Moore
watched in awe as fire shot into
the air, the crowd dressed in chic
Miami white were on their feet
and O'Neal and Co. took to the
floor.
"You can feel the electricity,
can't you?" shouts Moore, 63.
"Maybe it's just a hot flash."
High in the rafters, the
Oldies' families and friends
were on hand for their season
debut, including Serecigni's
daughter, Suzanne Opalka. She
said her mother often asks
younger family members how to
perform dance steps and isn't
afraid to whip out the moves
around her (occasionally embarrassed) children.
"She's always been a bit dramatic,- Opalka said. "But she's
going to town. She's having a
good old time."
The Oldies danced in the
third quarter, with the Heat trailing and fans restless. Early in
their routine at center court, the
crowd seemed to be unimpressed, almost apathetic.
But midway through then
performance, the Oldies stripped
off their black smocks, revealing
camouflage tank tops and black
shirts.
The arena filled with a thunderous roar, cameras flashed and
Wallace laughed and cheered
from the scorer's bench.
'That really does something
for your confidence level,"
Moore said after the performance. "Even though we're all
over 60, there's nothing too hard
if you really attempt, and step
out and do it."
"Oh gosh," she said, looking
flustered, exuberant and alive
'This is great.-

100 skydivers set formation record;
one injured, dies after practice jump
LAM:. WALLS, Ha. I AP) --- One
-hundred skydivers linked
together after opening their parachutes during a jump, apparently
setting a record for their type of formation, but another skydiver died
after being injured in an earlier practice run.
The 100 jumpers joined together on the second of two attempts
on Wednesday, using their hands and feet to hook up to adjacent
open parachutes after jumping from five planes flying at staggered
altitudes. The result was a diamond about 200 feet on each side.
The jump was seven years in the making. according to Mike
Lewis of Lakeland. one of its organizers.
Skydiver Joseph Lambraith, 49, of Gilbert. Ariz.. was injured
dunng a practice jump Saturday when he fell to the ground after his
foot became entangled in the cord of another parachute, officials
said. He died Tuesday. The other skydiver landed safely using his
reserve chute. Lewis said.
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• Five Star Government Frontal
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• Electronic Stability Program
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( I ) 0% APR financing fix 60 months equals $1667 per month and for 36 months equals $2778 per month per $1,000 financed with 10% down through Chrysler Financial
Financing for well-qualified buyers Not all buyers will qualify 12) ©2007 SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc 'SIRIUS,' SIRIUS Bockseat TV," the SIRIUS dog logo and related marks are
trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc All other trademarks, service marks and logos are the property of their respective owners (3) Seat must always be locked in forward or
rearward mode when vehicle is in motion Tabletop must be installed in base at all times when in use When not in US.), table and base must be properly stowed Never drive with the
table installed without properly using your seat belts (4) Star ratings are port of the U S Department of Transportation's SoferCor gov program (www safercar gov) (5) Financing for
well-qualified buyers Not all buyers will qualify 16)17 city/25 hwy mpg with MISS Results may depend on driving habits and conditions (7) ACC is a driver convenience system,
not a substitute for active driver involvement The driver must reMOil aware of the traffic conditions and be prepared to use brakes to avoid collisions (8) Always drive consistent
with conditions (9) Based on 2007 Automotive News classification (10) Always sit properly in the seat with the seat belt fastened (11) MyGG in-dash video playback capability
not available in all states See dealer for details Chrysler and HEMI are registered trademarks of Chrysler LLC

lt) years ago
Published is a picture if Calloway County High School Seniors
forme Gibson and Jason !sham
hauling Nixes of canned food
into the Need Line office. The
loud was part of almost 1.2(X)
k ases gathered by the I-uture Homemaker. of .Nnierica and the Relationship Class. taught by Kelly
Mackey
Mr and Mrs Starlue C Colson Jr. were married for SO years
NtiV 21
Births ieported include a boy
to Scott and Hope Foster. Oct.
I4
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Stese
I .% 'ii'. employee of Calloway
County Road Department. using
a cutting torch on a newly installed
guardrail he was installing on
Loinst Grose Church Road The
was by titan Photographer
Day id luck
Published ale lilt hire% of
Michael Lax, Mark Williams, Curti, Hui.). Jar) Don Butler and
loitiiii MOrgan with the deer
they base taken while hunting.
Mr and Mi. William C. Riley
will be married 50 yeas Nov. 29.
30 years ago
. Published is a picture of show big lift of one of the 3-ton
syWr chilliers being lifted into
pipet. as wink progresses on the
new heating and cooling plant at
Sicitray State Unisersity
: Calloway County High School
1.$xly Laker, won 63-46 user Hickiin
Lalcons in a basketKill game at !erne) gym Mina
I thitil hit for 0) points for the
takers
:Mr and Mrs Charles Townsend
will be [mimed toi 50 years Nov.
21
40 years. ago
'te.1111.1f1 Re,run Gerald B.

McNutt, son of Mr and Mrs.
Lurie B McNutt. and Seaman
Recruit John 1 Brandon. son of
Mr and Mrs John W Brandon,
have graduated front Navy basic
training at Great Lakes. ill
The largest blood drive in Calloway County yielded 453 points
in the drive sponsored by the
Murray State University ROTC.
Assisting in the blood drive were
Mrs Curtis Hays, Mrs. Claude
Miller and Mrs Effie Kemp.
Mr and Mrs. Julian Hughes
will be married for 50 years Nov.
26.
SO years ago
Harold Hurt was winner and
Barthelea lo Wrather was second
in the Lamborn College Speaking Contest held at First Methodist
Church. Murray
In high school basketball
games. Hazel Lions lost to Puryear,
Tenn., 68-85 with high scorers
being Duncan for Hazel and
VanDyke for Ppryear, New Concord Redbirds won over Clinton
90-52 with high scorers being Rowland for New Concord and 'Thompson for Clinton
60 years ago
Dr Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State University, was
the featured speaker at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club
house.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Clarence Duncan. Nov 17. and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs William Merrell. Nov.
IS
In a high school basketball
games. Kirksey Eagles won .31 Ml user Smithland with high scorers being Adams 101 lxitksey and
Jacobs for Smithland. I,ynn Grove
Wildcats won 43-35 over Almo
Warriors

;0 Mc -1•Nociated Press
made his American debut at the
: today is I raiLiy, Nii% 23. the
Melt,ipolitan Opera House an New
127th day of 2007 !here arc 38 York. appearing in "Rigoletto"
dilys left in the year
In 1943. during N'orld War II.
Today's Highlight in History:
U.S. forces wired control ot
. On NOV 24, 1765, Fredenck Tarawa and Makin atolls f
hr
Claims'. Md.. became the first Japanese
cOlonial entits to repudiate the
1945.
In
most U S wartime
British Stamp Act.
rationing ot foods. including meat
• On this date
and butter, was set to expire by
• In I Si 4, the 14th president of day's end
tlie I titled Stales. franklin Pierce,
In 196 I. President Johnson proS'as lynn in Hillsboro, N. II
claimed November 25th a day of
.ol••••1
Cams., national mourning following the
tin,I

• g
patient wantin
DEAR ABBY: I am a retired
pediatric dentist who frequently
treated children other dentists
couldn't manage or preferred not
to.
One rule in my office was
that no child would ever leave
without being complimented.
regardless of
how he or
she
had
behaved during
the
appointment
-- even if it
meant saying, 'You're
the best spitwe've had
all day!" Of
course, WC
By Abigail
were
Van Buren
absolutely
sincere in our compliments.
One day a woman called to
make an emergency appointment
for her 5-year-old grandson. Pete.
I learned that the little boy's
17-year-old mother had run away
when he was an infant. His
father (the grandparents' son)
Was in prison serving a 30-yearto-life sentence. That left this
elderly couple to raise the child.
My staff told her to bring him
in immediately.
When they arnved. Pete Was
understandably nervous and fussy
w hen my assistant brought hint
back into the operatory. hut he
soon quieted down. I gave him
a hug and began treatment to
relieve his infection and pain
When I finished. I complimented him and asked that his grandmother come in so I could explain

Dear Abby

-

assassination of John I- Kennedy
In 1971. the People's Republic of China was seated in the
l).N Security Council
In 1980. sonic 2.6(11) people
were killed by a series of earthquakes that devastated southern
Italy.
In 1996, a hijacked Ethiopian
Airlines Boeing 767 crashed into
the wascs off Comoros Islands.
killing about two-thirds of the 175
people on board
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what I had done. As we chatted, Pete was happily picking
out a little toy from the drawer. We scheduled a follow-up
appointment for one week later.
The following week. 20 minutes before his appointment, the
door burst open and little Pete
clinic running in looking for an
operatory chair to sit in. I escorted him back to reception and
told him we'd call him in a few
minutes.
The second appointment went
equally well. He was smiling
and happy. I spoke with his
grandmother again as he once
more chose a little gift.
Then she said: "I still can't
believe it. Every morning this
week Pete jumped out of bed
and asked if this was the day
he'd come back to see you! I'd
have to tell him 'No. not for
another five days, then four
days. three. etc.' This morning
he was so excited when I told
hirA this was the day he was
coming in." Then she continued, "Do you know why he was
so eager to come back?"
"No," I replied. "please tell
me."
"Because," she answered,
"you told him he was a good
boy."
Abby. here was a 5-year-old
child who had never been told
he was a good boy! I still tear
up when I think about it. —
(DR.) R.C. SMITH%VICK, LOS
ALTOS HILLS. CALIF.
DEAR DR. SMITHWICK:
Thank you for sharing the
reminder about how important
it is for children to receive positive reinforcement. (Adults need
it, too.) If you think something
nice about someone, it takes so
little effort to open your mouth
and SAY it. I guarantee it'll
make that person's day -- whether
the person is 5 or 55.
DEAR ABBY: I have a quick
question about bike etiquette.
Who has the right-of-way on a
sidewalk/bikepath when walking?
I'm tired of bike riders flying
up behind me. dinging a bell
and expecting me to jump out
of their way. I would think the
slower-moving entity has the
right-of-MiteAtid—Cricltsta hitat
either widt4ntil they can pass
or get off and walk. -- ON
FOOT IN ORLANDO
DEAR ON FOOT: I don't
know what the official rules of
the road for bicyclists are in
your community. However, in
most places I have been. pedestnans are not supposed to walk
in bike lanes -- and cyclists
should not ride on sidewalks.
That said, the minute I heard a
biker ring his bell, my sense of
survival would warn me to move
to the right so the person could
pass. Failure to yield could cause
great bodily harm.
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Active lifestyle
promotes good health

Water barrier
Horror-film
gofer
Seductive
woman
12 Bullfight cheer
13 Saucy
14 Himalayas
home
15 Put down
slangily
16 Not precisely
18 Camel halts
20 Mouse
appendage
21 Sweater letter
23 Ballpoint
24 Fall fruit
27 Milne marsupial
29 Lemony taste
33 Electrical unit
34 Natural —
35 Paris street
36 Mother of
HoruS
38 Shipboard
di echo()

DEAR DR. GOT1': I am A cise program will necessarily lead
relatively healthy. active 56-year- to arthritis. On the contrary. My
old fentak with controlled hyper- of my physically fit patients were
tension I have been advised by almost always healthy and had
my internist that I exercise exces- normal joints well into old age.
sively My doctor highly recomFor obvious reasons, you should
mends I reduce my exercise pro- avoid painful exercise, but your
gram I walk Iwo half marathons fitness program seems acceptable
a year (14- to 10 Ine.
l5 -minute
To give you related informamiles)
and tion on your controlled hypertenhave for the sion. I am sending you a copy
past
four of my Health Report "Hypertenyears. I train sion."
tor them by
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a servtaking long ice to my fellow man. I must
walks at least respond to your column on hypes.
one day a hydrous (excessive sweating). I
week, in addi- have had this malady for over 50
tion to workyears. and no one knows all of
ing with 4 the associated problems until they
personal have experienced it. Can you imagBy
trainer In
ine changing a diaper on a baby
Dr. Peter Got) group setting when your fingers are so cold
three hours
he/she stiffens when touched'? The
week. (That's one' hour each Mon- difficulties of spending your life
day, Wednesday and Friday.) I wet and cold are too numerous
weigh 190 pounds and am 5 feet to mention.
9 inches tall. As you can see. I
The good news is that a deram not thin, so has advice has matologist changed my life when
nothing to do with my stature.
he prescribed Robinul, a drug that
My internist said I should walk has been around for a long time.
I to 2 miles per day maximum. It is inexpensive and has few side
and that by doing more I am set- effects. The main discomfort is dryting myself up for future prob- ness of the mouth. I always keep
lems, such as arthritis, as I grow sugarless gum in my purse and
older. He also highly recommends water to drink, and manage it
that I no longer train or do the quite well. I take I milligram at
half marathons, claiming there are night and usually do not have
no studies that prove more exer- any sweating the next day. For
cise is beneficial to one's overall some unknown reason, I need to
health.
increase the dosage between
DEAR READER: I disagree December and March. I have been
with your internist, who is prob- taking Robinul for about 25 years
ably sedentary. Exercise in mod- and continue to be extremely grateerate amounts is beneficial for ful for being dry.
blood pressure, heart functioning
DEAR READER: I'm pass- and a general feeling of well- ing along your tip because hyperbeing. Exercise also may protect hydrosis can be a challenge to
against depression and diabetes. treat, and Robinul is, as far as I .•
Moreover, it's fun and a great know, free of significant side
way to reduce stress.
effects. Thanks for sharing your
don't believe that an ever- "success.

D Gott

Nuu are the dealer, both sides culnerahle, and base opened One !lean.
Partner has responded One Notrump.
What would you bid now with each
ot the Ii4lowing hands?
I .•KQ5 V AQ763•A1•Q74
2.•106 AKQ7652•KJ•4
.4 AK8653•AK82•K7
K6 11 KO7643•AK64•9

partner has to be consulted about the
advisability of undertaking a game
contract. You should he willing to
giye him the opportunity to pass if he
lacks heart support or his notrump
response WaS sketchy. Accordingly,
you make an invitational jump to
three hearts 116 to 18 points).
The alternative to three hearts is
two diamonds (nonfOreing), which
understates your heart strength. A
I. Two ootrump. Partner's one- jump-shill to three diamonds comnotrump response indicates six to at mits the partnership to game, and
most 10 high-card points. Whether or your hand simply isn't good enough
not a game is feasible therefore for that.
depends upon the strength of his
4. The diamonds. this hand is
res.ponse:The best sZartb find out is essentially the same as the previous
to lartTlevo notnatip, inviting partner one, except that the queen of hearts
to continue on to game (most likely
has been substituted for the ace.
in notrump) if he is in the upper half Obviously, the hand is much weaker,
of the range for his previous bid.
so game prospects are not nearly as
In general. a two-notrump rebid -hy
good.
the opener in this sequence shows 16
Nesertheless, game is not out of
to 18 points. Responder carries on to the question, and the problem now is
game if he has eight to 10 points, nd to reach it if it's there. A two.
passes the has only six or seven.
diamond bid serves that purpose
2. Four hearts. You should not best. If partner passes, it is highly
want to risk playing at less than
unlikely that a sound game contract
game. A jump to three hearts would will be missed. The pass would indimerely invite partner to bid again, cate not only a minimum hand hut
and would be passed close to half the also better support for diamonds than
time. SO little is needed for 4)) tncks hearts.
to he made
for example. just thi•
If partner, over two diamonds, bids
queen of spades anti queen of dia- two hearts, which is Just what you
monds - that partner should not he v.oult1 want to hear, game prospects
given the tiption til passing.
pick up, and a continuation to three
3. Three hearts. Here, with a heart hearts (invitational) would be in
suit that is much less self-sufficient, order.
Tomorrow: A tough one to solve.

39 Observance
40 Soup container
42 Mineral spring
44 Oopsl (hyph
46 Sahara mountains
50 Go beyond
54 Citrus cooler
55 Roof part
56 Battery
chemical
57 Ginnie —
58 Pub orders
59 Thickset
60 Rock-band
need
DOWN
1 Non-flying bird
2 Et —
land others)
3 Clutter
4 From Kilkenny
5 Desperados
piece
6 Sonnet kin
7 Dr Morgan of
the comics

SUM) AML TEAL
IOTA KOI
AIREEI
PORE' MMB LOAD
MEUGO ROC
UMAP OID
FURY AOTDEIECI
NERO BUY ALEC
000EALS IMPS
GNU COCIDS
ZEN ITULY
EASE DUN REIM
OiOT EIDE TAPE
ELBA IngD OPM
8 Unoccupied
9 Italian wine
city
10 Factory
11 Fool the bill
17 Had lunch

19 Be off base
22 Bodily
structure
23 Military bases
24 South Seas
staple
25 Codgers
queries
26 Fitt s boyfriend
28 Bumbler
30 Christina s
pop
31 Almond
32 Mild expletive
37 London treat
39 Two-timer
41 Happy sighs
43 Rice field
44 Siberian river
45 Possess
47 The Dalai —
48 Waterboy
Sandier
49 Ooze out
50 Crumpet companion
51 City conveyance
52 Environmental
prefix
53 Turn down
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Minnesota man wins annual competition with 72-lbs. bird
AP
"It exploded," exRachel
claimed
Portnoy, 17 (center), after the 72dressed
pound
turkey her father,
Portnoy
Rich
(behind Rachel),
had taken out of
the family's Wolf
oven
Gourmet
Rich
Thursday.
Portnoy has an
contest
annual
with his sister, who
lives in Virginia, on
the
has
who
biggest turkey. It
goes without saying that Rich was
victorious this year,
with a 59-week-old
turkey bought from
an area farmer.
They dubbed the
bird "Barry Bonds."

MINNEAPOUS (AP) — A Minnesota man basted a 72pound turkey to trounce his sister in their annual sibling nvalry over who can prepare the biggest Thanksgiving bird.
Rich Portnoy roasted his tubby turkey in his 36-inch-wide,
chef-caliber oven on Thursday to top the biggest bird his sister
had ever cooked by 25 pounds. Andra Portnoy conceded defeat
trom her Reston, Va., home, but noted that her brother's large
oven gave him an edge.
"It actually tastes pretty good!" Rich Portnoy said, gloating
a bit after he and two other men pulled the turkey from the
oven after 15 hours of roasting.
Big turkeys are a tradition in the Portnoy family. Rich
Portnoy said his father cooked birds of 30 pounds or more
years ago.
Last year, Andra Portnoy cooked a 47-pounder to take the
lead after her brother could only find a 37-pounder, even
though he lives in the nation's top turkey-producing state.
This year, Rich Portnoy approached the Minnesota Turkey
Growers Association, which helped him find an 85-pound
breeding torn that, at 59 weeks old, was near the end of its useful life.
He bought the turkey for $30, loaded the live bird into the
back of the family's car and drove it to a processor, where it
was made oven-ready at 72 pounds.
Portnoy and his wife, Charlene, invited 26 people to
Thursday's feast. They weren't sure the big old tom would be
edible, so Portnoy also cooked a I9-pound "backup turkey" on
the backyard grill.

Breeders
work to
revive
American
chestnut
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Growing up in the 1920s, Bill
Lord remembers feasting on the
sweet, rich nuts of American
chestnut trees — the majestic
species that a fungus would soon
all but wipe out.
More than a half-century
after the prolific nut-producer
became little more than the stuff
of holiday songs, Lord is now
part of a far-flung network of
volunteers working to return the
so-called "Redwood of the East"
to the forests it once dominated.
The American Chestnut
Foundation oversees a treebreeding program with chapters
in 15 Eastern states and is dosing in on blight-resistant
American chestnuts trees it
hopes could revive the species.
Unless a new biological
the
intervenes,
invader
Bennington, Vt.-based group
hopes to begin mass replantings
in about a decade in the chestnut's original range from Maine
to Mississippi.
Lord, an 86-year-old retired
veterinarian from Plum, Pa.,
said reviving the tree would be a
boon not just to people — for its
handsome, highly rot-resistant
lumber and tasty nuts — but to a
wide range of animals.
"Bears, deer, rabbits, raccoons, crows, foxes — you
could just go on and on," he
said. "Bringing it back would
greatly increase the food supply
for wildlife, and we'd have a
wonderful, fast-growing timber
tree."
American chestnuts can grow
to 120 feet. One tree in North
Carolina had a trunk diameter of
171/2 feet.
The fungus that attacked the
likely
chestnut
American
arrived on imported Asian chestnut trees. It was first detected in
1904 in trees in New York City,
and by 1950 some 3.5 billion
trees — about 90 percent of the
species — had died.
A few trees had limited
resistance to the fungus and held
on. Others died from the ground
up but sprouted shoots that
rarely reached maturity before
they died in a repeating cycle.
The American Chestnut
Foundation began a tree-breeding campaign in the late 1980s
in a quest for trees that could
ward off the fungus.
First, the towering American
species with its picturesque
form was crossed with its blightresistant but squat Chinese
counterpart. The resulting trees
were a 50-50 mix of American
and Chinese chestnut genetics.
Those trees are then selectively bred with surviving
American chestnuts in a process
called "backcrossing." The nuts
produced by each successive
backcross are planted and eventually pollinated with pure
American chestnut trees, making each generation slightly
more American.
Marshal Case. the Amencan
Chestnut Foundation's president
and CEO, said the program has
produced trees with 94 percent
American chestnut DNA, and 6
percent of the Chinese tree's
genes.
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Limited Time Special Lease!
4-Door Sedan Model #2532

'Limited Time Special Lease!
4x2 4-Door Model #6946

WELL EQUIPPED!
36 month lease
$2,199 due at signing

JUST ANNOUNCED!
36 month lease
$2,499 due at signing

Excludes state & local taxes, tags, registration & title and insurance.
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SECTION B

K HOOPS

UK FOOTBALL

IMeeks frustrated by
.::
:. mysterious injury
without point guard Derrick
Jasper, out indefinitely with a knee
injury.
In Kentucky's 80-54 victory
over Liberty Wednesday. coach
Billy Gillispie started a lineup with
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — three guards — senior Barna
lucky guard Jodie Meeks, who Bradley, sophomore Michael
ill miss at least a month with a Porter and freshman Alex Legion.
as fraoure, says he still can't Not among the starters was senior
Joe Crawford, although he came
point when tie hurt himself.
, Speaking this week for the first off the bench to get 22 points.
"I don't think you have to have
since the injury to his pelvic
area was diag- a bunch of home run hitters when
nosed, Meeks says one guy goes down like Meeks,"
he assumed it hap- Gillispie said. "You have to have
pened during the everybody on the team do a little
team's
second bit more."
The Wildcats will miss his 3exhibition against
Seattle.
Which point shooting. Last season, he
play, however, is was usually one of the first players
off the bench, and often provided
still a mystery.
kiosks
an immediate spark from longHe
felt
good
..*
..e enough to play in two regular sea- range.
Bradley and Crawford led the
son games after that. Not until
▪ after Kentucky's loss to Gardner- team with two 3s apiece against
the Flames, but for the most part,
t Webb Nov. 7 did Meeks realize it
• was more than just a nagging the inside scoring of Patrick
Patterson carried the Wildcats.
: injury.
"We have no control over that,"
..,
"I didn't know how serious it
:* was," Meeks said. "After that Bradley said of Meeks' injury.
et game, I kind of told the coaches I "We've still got to keep going."
:
Meeks says it's hard to know
was hurting a little more than I
:: thought I was. They told me not to whether the doctors' prognosis of a
four to six-week layoff is too long
% rush back."
: It's not that the Wildcats (2-1) or too short. Nobody is in a bigger
•
• couldn't use him. They host Texas hurry to return to action, he says,
•
• Southern Saturday, and are already but he realizes that isn't realistic
•
any time soon.
"..
s.
..
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WILDCAT
GUARD WILL
MISS A MONTH
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:-.GONZAGA 74, WESTERN KENTUCKY 71

ER

ode
:
0

When it
matters most

5.

BOULDIN LEADS BULLDOGS TO
FOURTIWVAMg WIN
o.7.; ANCHORAGE,
Alaska (AP) win.

DI
ing

— Gonzaga had an awful night
"I think it was a big, big factor
shooting free throws until it mat- in getting us through some rough
.
▪ tered most.
spots on the offensive end," Few
t
After making just half their said.
t foul shots for most of the game,
The Hilltoppers got into early
the 14th-ranked Bulldogs made foul trouble in the second half,
their last eight to hold off Western picking up six quick fouls that put
Kentucky 74-71 in the first round the Zags in the bonus early on.
of the Carrs/Safe way Great
"We really lost our aggressivet Alaska Shootout.
ness," Western Kentucky coach
t
"One thing (about the free Darin Horn said. "That's somethrow shooting) I think we thing we're going to have to play
showed a lot of courage," through."
Gonzaga coach Mark Few said.
Gonzaga led by as many as
'•:."It was going bad and we fixed it, seven early in the first half, get•••
and that takes a lot of courage."
ting strong inside play and seven
The Bulldogs (4-0) were 10- points from Bouldin. But
IZIor-20 from free throw line before Courtney Lee scored five unan•"finally finding their stroke in final swered points for Western
6:12. Jeremy Pargo made four, Kentucky and the teams battled
": Matt Bouldin two and Micah back and forth with the
Downs two.
Hilltoppers leading briefly twice
"It was a very, very gutty hard- before Gonzaga took a 36-34
earned win," Few said. "We halftime lead.
weathered a lot of adversity
Bouldin and Lee each scored
tonight12 points in the first half, but
*:
Gonz.aga was also able to get Bouldin's scoring dropped off
• second chances, outrebounding when he was forced to assume
Western Kentucky 43-30. Robert most of the ball-handling duties
Sacre had a huge put-back with after Jeremy Pargo got into early
:22 seconds left that sealed the foul trouble.

WADE PAYNE / AP
Tennessee quarterback Erik Ainge (10) throws to a receiver during a football game against Louisiana-Lafayette on Nov. 3
in Knoxville, Tenn. With a win against Kentucky Saturday, Tennessee could claim the SEC East title.

Topsy Tunry Tennessee
RESILIENT' VOLUNTEERS WIN AWAY FROM UNLIKELY
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — climbing into — and then deftWho says college football ly back out of — hole after
doesn't have playoff games'?
hole.
The way Tennessee quarter- . Humbling losses to Florida
back Erik Ainge looks at it, the and the Alabama seemed to
19th-ranked Volunteers have have Tennessee out of the thick
been in the playoffs for weeks. of the SEC East race before the
To Ainge and the rest of the leaves changed color.
Volunteers (8-3, 5-2 SEC),
But perhaps it's only fitting
Saturday's
game
against that in this topsy turvy season a
Kentucky (7-4, 3-4) is just win over the similarly up-andanother step in a playoff march down Wildcats would land
that began more than a month Tennessee in the SEC title
ago.
game against No. 1 LSU.
"I don't think this weekend
Tennessee would finish tied
will be any different from a with Georgia atop the SEC East
pressure standpoint because with a win, and earn the berth
we've been playing 'have to to the title game because of its
win' the last month and a half," victory over the Bulldogs in
Ainge said.
October.
It's been that way almost all
Coach PhiltirWilllitftaid
season for the Volunteers, who the Volunteers aren't the same
have spent most of the year team that lost to Alabama 41-
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17 five weeks ago. Maybe, but are at this point. There is a
the Volunteers haven't exactly group of hardworking, toughbeen dominant during their minded young men on this
four-game winning streak. team that absolutely wouldn't
They needed overtime to beat let go during the season."
South Carolina last month and
It's the kind of resiliency
survived a yearly scare by Kentucky will need if it wants
Vanderbilt when they rallied to follow through on its promfrom a 16-point fourth quarter ise to make an impact in the
deficit
to
edge
the SEC race this year.
Commodores.
The Wildcats have struggled
Tennessee isn't much on since upsetting LSU on Oct.
style points, but it won't matter 13, losing three of four and
if they can beat the Wildcats for tumbling out of the Top 25. A
the 23rd straight time. They win over the Volunteers would
don't care how they get to likely guarantee the Wildcats
Atlanta for the title game, jai
' could pack some shorts to their
so long as they're invited,
bowl game destination, and
-The biggest thing we have validate the work of a senioi
done is stick together, believe . class that has tried to lift the
in each other and continue Indilfrotterno from its perennial spot
fight," Fulmer said. "We've near the bottom of the conferpushed ourselves to where we ence.

WOODSON & COMPANY HAVE
BEST CHANCE TO BEAT UT

JOHN BAZEMORE / AP
Kentucky quarterback Andre Woodson throws during the
first quarter against Georgia in Athens, Ga. last Saturday.
Woodson will be key in helping Kentucky beat Tennessee
for the first time in 22 years.

KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Tennessee knows it needs to find a
pass defense some time before the Volunteers arrive in Kentucky on
Saturday.
The 19th-ranked Vols (8-3, 5-2 Southeastern Conference) have
the second-worst pass defense in the SEC and face the conference's
best passing team in the Wildcats (7-4, 3-4).
"We're not as good rushing the passer as we'd like to be and as
we've been in the past," Tennessee defensive coordinator John
Chavis said. 'That includes our pressure package, it's just not the
guys in the front."
Georgia held Kentucky last week to a season-low 283 yards on
offense, no doubt aided by the Bulldogs' five sacks of quarterback
Andre Woodson for a loss of 47 yards.
"They got after the quarterback. The big deal is that they beat him
up pretty good," Tennessee secondary coach Larry Slade said.
Tennessee has recorded only 14 sacks in the season's 11 games,
an SEC worst and far fewer the Vols record total of 50 in 2000. AllAmerican defensive tackle Reggie White had 15 sacks by himself in
1983.
Chavis said it's not entirely the defensive front's fault that °pros•See WOODSON,2B
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AL GRILLO / AP
Western Kentucky's Courtney Lee, nght, drives past Gonzaga's
icah Downs during a Great Alaska Shootout game in
nchorage, Alaska, Thursday night.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
When Wesley Woodyard decided to spurn offers from more
established programs to help
resun-eot Kentucky football
four years ago, the Wildcats
landed not only a playmaking
linebacker but also a dealmaking recruiter.
Woodyard, ninth on the
school's all-time list with 370
tackles, is the guy who makes
the much-improved defense
tick. He leads the Southeastern
Conference with 114 tackles
and has recorded at least four
tackles in each of the 35 games
since the start of his sophomore
season.
But as Woodyard's senior
year winds down Saturday in

UK's SECRET WEAPON ON THE RECRUITING TRAIL
the regular season finale against
Tennessee, the more indelible
mark on the program might not
be his own accomplishments
but his talent luring other stars
to follow him to Lexington.
"I have a lot of confidence in
our program and our city,"
Woodyard said. "I just let people know how it is."
When Woodyard goes after a
recruiting target, he combines
the persuasiveness of a used-car
dealer with the credibility of a
fierce competitor whose professional stock has risen through
four years of seasoning at a
school riddled by probation
when he arrived.
"His sales pitch was,'Come
here, believe, and be a part of

Wesley Woodyard
something," defensive end
Jeremy Jannon said."Don't go
somewhere else where they

already have something established and people possibly
won't even remember you."
Woodyard, a native of
LaGrange. Ga., has had the
most success recruiting fellow
players from the peach state. He
says one high school teammate
— fellow linebacker Braxton
Kelley — was a particularly
difficult sell.
Kelley initially played tough
to
get,
but
eventually
Woodyard's
message
got
through and he signed with the
Wildcats.
"He basically told me, 'Do
you want to have to wait to play
or come in and play now?"
•See WOODYARD,2B
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

Locals compete at Chuck Newton Championsh

Staff Report
Members of the Christian Martial Arts
Association Shotokan Karate, heade
d by
Shihan Vic Milner 8th d4ui and Shiha
n
Mark Wilson 4th dan, competed in Chuck
Newton's Quad State Championship
on
Nov. 3rd.
The championship consisted of some

ip

150 competitors. Bryce Pope came away
ring in the yellow belt division.
with first place in both forms and sparring
Classes to, Christian Martial Art,
in the brown belt division. Caleb
Association Shotvkan Karate are held
Rheinhardt brought home first in forms and
every Tuesday and Thursday from 6-7 p.m.
second in sparring in the green belt diviat the Eastwood Baptist Church gymnasision.
um located on State Route 94 East.
Ricky Skinner won first place in black
For more information call 753-3218 or
belt forms. Jeremy Blackford came home feel
free to come on by Tuesday or
with second in forms and and first in sparThursday evening.

•Woodson
From Page 18
mg quarterbacks are being pressured as much as the Vols would
like. With a such a young secindary, the defensive chief hasn't called as many bliti packages as he usually would.

"A big part of what we like to Woodson could
help Tennessee
do is pressure. and we haven't stop Kentu
cky's offense _nisi
been able to do that at the level enough for
the Vols to win.
you nerd to in the SEC," Chavis
"Let's put it like this," Slade
said. "When you're sitting here said. "Ifs
very difficult to do
with 14 sacks in 11 ball games, your jobs
when there is no presthat's not good."
sUre.
But even just, pressuring

•Woodyard
From Page 1B
Kelley said. -When you come to a place that's
not
winning, you have to take that role. You have to
do
something to make a change. Recruiting was
the
tool he used to make a change in our team."
Later. Woodyard hosted receiver Steve Johns
on
in a recruiting visit. Johnson signed out of
junior
college and has had a breakout senior season
.
"Anybody that has the recognition that Wesle
y
has W4irlerfOrme8 on
has,
wheh heetftertains recruits and talks to them
about
here. they 're more likely to listen.- coach

HOOPS
UK meets
Minnesota in
Rainbow
Wahine Classic
WILDCATS TAKE ON
THE GOLDEN
GOPHERS FOR THE
FIRST TIME

Top 25 Men's Beaketboll Schedule
Women's Top 25 Schedule
By The Associated Prima
By The Associated Precis
All Time* CST
An Times CST
Friday's Games
Friday's Genies
No 1 North Carolina vs Oki Dominion
No. 2 Connecticut vs Old Dominion at
at Orleans Arena. Las Vegas, 11 p m
St Thomas U S Virgin Iseinds, 7 30
No 2 UCLA vs Yale. 9 30 P m
pm
No 6 Louisnile vs BYU at Orleans
No 3 Maryland at UC Santa Barbara, 9
Arena. Las Vegas. 830 p m
pm
No 7 Tennessee vs West Virginia at
No 8 Georgia n. Pram. View AitiM at
the Prudential Center Newark N J
Freeport. Bahamas. 7 pm
8 30 pm
No 9 Duke vs Temple at St Thomas,
No 8 Indiana vs Illinois State at the
U.S Virgin Islands, 5 p m
e•Seals Centre Holtman Estates III
No 11 Texas A60 vs Wake Forest at
7 30 p or
St Thomas. US Virgin Islands. 230
No 9 Washington Stale vs Montana
pm
9 30 p m
No l2CaIhorniaatTCU. 6 30 p m
No 14 Gonzaga vs Texas Tech at
No 14 Arizona State vs vs Iowa at
Sullivan Arena Anchorage Alaska tt
Cancun. Mexico, 3 30 p or
pm
No 16 West Virginia vs American U at
No 15 Texas vs New Mexico Stale at
Kingston, R I , 11 am
the Prudential Center Newark N J 6
No 17 George Washington vs South
pm
Dakota State. 4 30 p m
No 16 Texas ASM vs Ohio Stale at
No 29 Florida State at Florida, 4 30
Madison Square Garden. 6 p or
pm
No 17 Pittsburgh vs Buffalo. 6 30 p m
No 21 Texas vs Virginia at Honolul
u.
No 18 Kansas Stale vs UCF at the
5.20 p m
Milk House, Orlando, Fir. 4 p m
No 25 Vanderbilt vs. Belmont. 2 p.m.
No 19 Southern Illinois vs Mississippi
Saturday's Gamow
State at the Anaheim (Calif t
No 4 Stanford vs Old Dominion at
Si
Convention Center. 2 or 4 30 pm
Thomas, US Virgin Islands, 7.30 p.m
No 20 Valanova vs George Mason at
No 8 Georgia vs Southern Cal or
the Milk House. Orlando Fla 630 p m
Virginia Tech at Freeport Bahamas,
No 21 Syracuse vs Washington at
TBD
Madison Square Garden, 330 p.m
No 11 Texas A&M vs Indiana at St
No 22 Butler vs Virginia Tech at
Thomas, U S Virgin Islands, 2 30 p
or
Sullivan Arena. Anchorage. Alaska 8 30
No 15 Otuo State vs Colgate, 1 p m
m
No 16 West Virginia vs Rhode Island
No 23 Virginia at Pennsylvania. 8 p m
or Brown at Kingston. RI. 11 am or 1
No 25 Florida vs Florida State. 7 p m
pm
Saturday's Games
No 17 George Washington vs Western
No 1 North Carolina vs No 6
Kentucky. 4 30 p or
Louisville or BYO at Orleans Arena. Las
No 21 Texas vs Kentucky Of
Vegas. 4 or 9 30 p or
Minnesota at Honolulu, 5 10 or 720
No 7 Tennessee vs No 15 Texas or
m
New Mexico State at the Prudential
No. 22 Purdue vs Temple at St
Center, Newark, NJ 6 or 8 30 p m
Thomas, U S Virgin Islands. 5 pm
No 8 Indiana as Xavier or Kent State
No 23 Notre Dame vs Boston College
.
at the Sears Centre. Hoffman Estates
11 am
III S or 7 30 p or
No. 24 Auburn vs Winston-Salem at
No 9 Washington State vs MVSU. 2
Columbus, Ohio. Noon or 2 p m
pm
Sunday's Games
No 10 Michigan State vs Oakland.
No 2 Connecticut vs No 9 Duke
No
Mich 3 p m
22 Purdue or Temple at St Thomas
.
No 12 Oregon vs San Francisco, 9
U S Virgin Islands. TBD
P
No 3 Maryland at UCLA, 4 pm
No 14 Gonzaga vs TBD at Sullivan
No 4 Stanford vs No 9 Duke, No.
22
Arena. Anchorage, Alaska, TBD
Purdue or Temple at Sr Thomas
,US
No 22 Butler vs TBD at Sullivan
Virgin Islands. TBD
Arena. Anchorage. Alaska TBD
No 5 North Carolina vs Furman. 1
No 23 Virginia vs Seton Hall or Navy
pm
at the Palestra. 6 or 8 p or
No 6 LSU at No. 7 Rutgers. 1.30 p.m
No 24 Clemson vs GardnerMebb.
No 9 Duke vs. No. 2 Connecticut,
NO
Noon
4 Stanford or Old Dominion at St
Sunday's Games
Thomas, U S. Virgin Islands, TBD
No 4 Kansas vs Anzona. 7 pm
No 12 California at No 13 Baylor.
2
No 9 Washington State vs Air Force.
pm
4 30 p m
No 15 Ohio State vs. No 24 Auburn
or
No 13 Duke vs Eastern Kentucky 12
Winston-Salem, 11 a.m or 1 pm
pm
No 18 DePaul at Illinois State. 2 pm
No 18 Kansas State vs TBD at the
No 21 Texas vs TBD at Honolulu, TBD
Milk House Orlando Fla . TBD
No. 22 Purdue vs No 2 Connecticut.
No 19 Southern Illinois vs TBD at the
No 4 Stanford or Old Dominion at St
Anaheim (Calif ) Convention Center.
Thomas, U S Virgin Islands, TBD
TBD
No 24 Auburn vs No. 15 Ohio Sum or
No. 20 Vfflanova vs 1130 at the Milk
Colgate at Columbus. Ohto. 11 a m or
House, Orlando. Fla . TBD
1 pm
NO 25 Vanderbilt vs Iowa State or
Michigan, Noon or 2 p or
Monday's Games
No I Tennessee vs Louisiana Tech, 6
P
No 19 Michigan State at Delaware
State. 6 p or
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Rich Brooks said.
Defensive coordinator Steve Brown said potential recruits are asking to be lined
up with
Woodyard. Recently, a high school player
from
Alabama called Browne and asked to talk to
"No.
16." Brown glad6:complied.
By Uk Sports Information
"When we recruited him to come here, we
HONOLULU
The
told
him exactly the truth and he's learned to
love this Kentucky women's basketball
place." Brown said. "He's probably our
team
looks
to continue their
recruiter because he's a guy that can speak best winning ways when they meet
their
language and he also understands that he
first-t
ime
opponent Minnesota
can
explain his experience hen:."
tonight in the opening round of
the 29th Annual Jack in the Box
Rainbow Wahine Classic in
Honolulu, Hawaii. Game time is
slated for 7:30 CST/2:30 p.m.
Hawaiin Time Zone. The Big
Blue Sports Network (radio)
with Neil Price will broadcast
the game live.
"We're having a great time in
Hawaii but now it's time to get
down to business," UK Coach
IN The Laker Diamond Club is
having a reception to welcome Zech
Matthew
Mitchell
said. Hobbs as the new head baseball coach at Calloway County High
,
"Minnesota is a great team and School. on Nov. 27th at 6 p.m. in the Calloway
Co. High School cafetethey have a lot of weapons. Our na. All Laker baseball fans, interested future players and families, past
Odds are
shooting and rebounding must players and families, former coaching staff, boosters, school administraimprove during this tournament tion, students and teachers are encouraged and welcome to attend.
amazing!
Only 4,000
and if that happens we'll have a
tickets
chance to be very successful.Win be sold!
This marks UK's second
appearance in the tournament's
28-year history. The Wildcats
were the runners-up to UCLA in
19911-99
after
defeating
Louisville (73-62) in the first
round before upsetting hostteam Hawaii(66-57)the follow- Staff Report
and Jerry and Gayle Weaver.
ing day.
For the week of Nov. 5. the Immediatel
y following, Wes and
Kentucky (2-1) is coming off Ladies 4-Ball Scramble record- Priscilla
Holt hosted a cookout
a 61-53 win over Sun Belt mem- ed the following scores: The for
all the golfers at their home
ber Florida Atlantic on Sunday first place team had a score of 50 in
Dexter.
in Memorial Coliseum. Despite and consisted of the following;
TOOAT'S WIN SFOIROIMITi
a dismal shooting performance Connie
McManus, Jamie
ofjust 28.8 percent for the game Mullins, Judy Skinner and Anne
Wady Soifer
and 12.0 percent in the second Tynes. Jamie had a chip-in on
Wm COM taws Apo
half (3-01-25), the Wildcats hole No. II. The second-place
Ices',on raw how inamonc•
found a way to win at the foul team had a score of 53 and concolloct aAcclay,
line. UK hit 25-of-40 free sisted of the following: Mary
6111 Nolo Si.• 7511-6642
throws, including 10-of-I4 in Neale Barton. Louise Parker.
W,radio
the final three minutes for the Jean Vance and Gayle Weave
r.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
victory.
The third-place team had a score
1:30 p.m.
Senior guard Samantha of 54 and consisted of Loretta
CBS — Arkansas at LSU
Mahoney, a three-time All-SEC Earles, Stanley Leslie and
2,30 p.m.
ABC - Texas at Texas A&M
selection, leads Kentucky is Gloria Thies. Priscilla Holt had
p.m.
scoring this season with 14.7 a chip-in on hole No. 10 and
ESPN2 - Boise St at Hawaii
points per game. All-SEC center Janet Brown had a chip-i
GOLF
n on
10:30 p.m.
Sarah Elliott follows in the scor- hole No. 5.
TGC - PGA Tour Mission Hills
World
Purchase tickets for your chance to win this
ing column, averaging 10.3
Cup thrd round at Shenzhen China
For the week of Nov. 12, the
beautiful new
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
points and 6.3 rebounds per Ladies 4-Ball Scramble
home in the Briarcrest Subdivision in
had the
2 p.m.
game. Victoria Dunlap, a fresh- following scores: The
Kentucky.
ESPN2
first-place
Anaheim Classic. &mew
man from Nashville. Tenn.. is team had a score of 53 and
teams TBA at Anaheim Cid.
Tickets are available at: BB&T Bank, Herit
conage Bank, The Murray Bank,
the team's leading rebounder sisted of Ina Horto
5:30 p.m.
n. Louise
ESPN — Preseason NIT third
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also
ssith 7.3 rpg.
Mao,
Parker, Judy Skinner and Anne
purchase tickets by
game teems TBA at New York
Minnesota (5-0) returns four Tynes. The second-p
contacting the United Way of Murray/Callo
6 p.m
lace team
way County
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic semi*i
starters from a team that fin- had a score of 55
by calling (270) 753-0317 or go on the web at
and consisted
nal teams TBA. at Kissimmee Fla
www.unitedwaymcc.org
ished 17-16 overall. 7-9 in the of Evelyn Blivin, Daisy
Durha
6 p.m.
m
Big Ten last season. Emily Fox, and Freda Elkins
ESPN2 — Preseason NIT champ. Freda was
°nen!)
an
game.
All-Bi
teams
g Ten second team closest to the pin on holes
TBA at New York
111e (;,and I low Give-A-Way is sponsored
No. 2
11:30 p.m.
by the United Way of
selection last season, leads the and No. 12. Good
ESPN2 — Anaheim Classic
golfing Freda!
Murray/Calloway County in conjunction with
sentinel,
team in scoring, averaging 17.0
learns TBA. at Anaheim C-akt
'The senior couples' 4-Ball
Trent Garland
points per game. Following Fox scramble
NBA BASKETBALL
Construction, subcontractors, and local business
had the following
7 p.m.
in the scoring column is sopho- scores: The
es.
ESPN - Houston at Miami
first place team had
more
Ashle
y
EllisMilan
• _"?'
and a score of 51 and consisted of
9:30 p.m.
0,,t-A•rijp
efiry:‘.17-ESPN - Nem Jersey at Seattle
Brittany McCoy with 10.4 and knell and
,-t
j r
Jamie Mullins and
10.0 ppg, respectively. Milan Dave
and Judy Skinner. Dave
Locally
was named to the Big Ten All. had a
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Tetley'a Horde
WOKA
chip-in on hole No. 8. The
Mt DIA PARTNERS
Freshman Team last season and secon
5,30 p.m.
d-place team also had a
YVNBS 1340 AM — Murray State
is a candidate for Defensive score
Ve
le3
women at IJT-Chatanooga
of 51 but lost on the countFT
0 ja
k
Player of the Year honors this back
6:30 p.m.
hole. The team consisted of
WFGE 103 7 FM— Avila at
season in the Big Ten.
Murray
Evelyn Blivin and Norm Jordan
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Built by Trent Garland Construction
Located in Briarcrest Subdivision, Murray Kentuc
ky
Valued at more than $200,000

P.

Grand Prize Drawing Held on Fri., Feb
. 29, 200

8

Tickets are $100 each and
Only 4,000 Will Be Sold:
Murray,
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CULVERS OF MURRAY

PUBLIC NOTICE
Th.; Houaing Authority of Murray ham developed its
Agelney Plan in compliance with the Quality lionaing
and! Work Responsibility Act of 1998 It ts +wadable
for 'review at the Authordy'ti office at 7111 Nash
Dn?e,. Murray, KY from November 211. 20(7 until
January 16.2008. The Authority's hours 01 operatton
are

30AM to 4PM Monday through Friday In addi-

tion: a public hearing will be

held

at noon or,
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BOOK your parties and
gift, certificates are
available now Sandra
ID's; 94E
270-293-3816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
infqrmation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
acoept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

BUSY auto repair shop
ooking for experi
enced ASE certified
preferred) technician.
Paid on commisaion.
Please mail resume to
P.O. Box 266, Murray,
KY:42071.
BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part-time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
$16. Part-time RN
hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
$45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
P.O. Box
1040-0.
Murray, KY 42071.

DISCLAIMER
the
-help wanted section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national'
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.coni
arc placed through
die Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
, the Murray area
rob listings Thank you
When accessing

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for ,youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FARMER'S Choice
Send
Feedmill.
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or some by office
FREE tax preparation
class at Liberty Tax
Service. Call 753-7650
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only
FULL time child development teachers needed :at Room to Grow
Preschool Apply in
perton 109 S 13th St
No phone calls please
GREAT Opportunity,
Expanding, Full-time
experienced salesperson Part-time warehouse Subnut resume
to Fleming Furniture
641N
3060 Hwy
Murray. KY 42071

FULL-TIME
mainte
nance position opening
with benefits $8 Per
hour, non-negotiable.
Must be able to bend,
stoop, and lift at least
50 lbs Knowledge of
electrical, plumbing,
and light carpentry
required.
Previous
maintenance experience preferred.
Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilldale Lane #301
Hardin. KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE
FULL-TIME position
for optometric assistant. Will train. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible sched7-days a week
1-888-974-JOBS
TO79110507
NOW taking applications for all posftions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
--ORGANISI
needed
for 10:00AM services
near Kentucky Dam
State Park, salary &
traveling expenses.
(270)362-8301 or
(270)703-2420
RECEPTIONIST, docoffice. Send
tor's
resume with referto: P.O. Box
1040-B
Murray. KY
42071
SALES Help Wanted.
Insurance
agency
seeks sales producer.
Tremendous income
opportunity for a goalmotivated
oriented,
professional.
sales
Wide-ranging product
portfolio* with one of
America's great comInsurance
panies.
experience helpful, but
we will train. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-M, Murray, KY
42071.
STEVEN G. Sacora.
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant,
Staff
CPA
preferably
Benefits include 4-day
work week. Email
to
resume.
steve sacora.com
& Childcare
CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270
759-9553
I •clean homes and
Cell
businesses
1(616)835phone
8647

BEAUTY salon for sale
in Murray Phone 270527-1116 after 6PM
FOR Salewooden
telephone poles &
fence post Creosote
treated Will deliver
731-782-6180
SPECIAL Effects Hair
Salon. 98 West 5th
Street, Benton. KY for
sale or rent
Of
(270)437-4755
(270)703-0542

Culvers of Murray is looking for 5 full-time
managers. We will start training January 2nd
to.open on March 1st. Must be able to work
nights & weekends. Curvers hours will be
10 30am-10:30pm daily.
Qualifications: Positve attitude, enjoy working
with other people, friendly, a drive to succeed.
Must be able to work in a fast paced, friendly.
clean environment
Send resume to: Culvers
146 Saratoga Dr. Murray, KY 42071
or email com0 newwavecomm.net.
Join a great new company here in Murray.
EOE

Arbor Place of Clinton
Seeking LPN's-and CNA s
'Sign on bonus'
LPN's $1500
CNA's $1000

LOCAL business to
sale, great location
established custome
base, has been in
operation
for
30+
years.
Serious
inquiries only should
be addressed to POB
1393.
Murray, KY
42071. Include name,
phone number, e-mail
address, and owner
will respond.
RETAIL business for
sale: Murray Babies in
Bloom, 270-366-6118

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sales/Service
Networking Services
Laser Printer & Laptop Repair

Articles
For Sale

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
[Appliances

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

140

On the Square

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Articles
For Sale
12'X24' storage build
ng w/front porch, new.
$3,900 fIrm, 270-492E1222 or 270-293-2531
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size B blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD TalevIalons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Bri.tooy Antenna &
59-0901
" '•

Calloway County
Pictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938

Murray

(270)753-1713

i

ligstrry Equipment

5808 backhoe. 1989,
ocated Purdom Rd &
new 80 $13.500

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
redone.
Completely
2BR 1BA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord
$2.900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check, 3BR
2 bath doubiewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
Large
deck.
old.
$3.500 down, $495
Call
Ruthie
month.
(270)753-2222
-OWNER
FINANCINGNo Credit Check,
1999 model 3BR 2BA
singlewide, pool Clean
& nice $3.500 down.
$495 monthly 7532222
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 2456, 3BR
2BA. $5.000 down
$69500 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
14X70 38R 29A, new
neat, central air, appliances, $6,000 4366255 293-7848

RECENTLY remodeled, small. three-bedroom, one-bath house.
$500 per month plus
utilities. One month
security deposit
required. Call
(270)293-3572 for an
appointment. Only
serious inquiries
please.

Onc and Iwo Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

..6

Mobile Homes For Sale

Apartments For Rent

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft, front
porch and brick Nallite
skirting, 2BR, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001

DUPLEX.
1300A
Or
Valleywood
$400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446

1/2

Mobile Homes For Rent

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES
Now
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square. Huge
Selection,
Great
Prices! 753-0530

HAZEL 3BR. Lease &
deposit. 492-8526

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

LIQUIDATION Sale!
All 2006 Homes must
go.
Unbelievable
Deals!
Furniture
included at NO additional cost!I
Call now
731-584-9429

150
11°111usiness
Opportunity

liCII
Houses For RIM

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

2BR, fenced-in
acre lot, $10,500.
753-6012

Contact:
Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
1-270-653-5558

i

I4X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
3BR Doublewide, w&d
hook-up. $350/month
+ deposit, 497 Post
Oak Drive
753-4228 leave message.
NICE 2BR. No pets.
753-9866.
SMALL 2BR in country.
References required.
759-1837
Want To Rent
HORSETRAILER w/a
BALL hitch, 1/2 day.
978-7272. 436-5563.

LARGE, very nice
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085
NEAR
University:
Extra large, 2 bedroom apt with very
large living room, all
appliances
incl.
washer & dryer. Lots
of
closet
space.
Central elec. heat and
air. $350, deposit,
$350. mo., $250. mo.
1st 2 mos. 270-2275006 liam to 5pm for
appointment.
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets, 2273054 or 753-7457
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

320
Apartments For Rent
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starling at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, appliances furnished, lmi form
MSU. 227-7298
1BR, various locations.
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
NICE, newer, 1BR,
IBA, brick. WAD,
C/1-11A, tile, walk-in
closet, close to MSU.
pets allowed
w/deposit. $350/mo
(270)522-1095
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6988
duplex
2BR
1BA
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Or. 270-753-0259
119 East Y Drive. 2BR
1BA, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished, new C/H/A
Smoke-free. Water,
yard work included.
$450/mo 270-2275722.
2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650.
436-5685
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, $285, C/1-1/A.
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
2BR, w/d hookup, no
pets, $355 monthly
Call 293-6070
908 Hollwood. 2BR/
bath
apartment
No pets
$395/mo
references.
Lease,
required
deposit
227-3331
DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath.ali appliances
$525/mo 436-5685

2, 3 & 4BR houses
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109
2BR 1 bath $395/mo +
deposit. 978-0742
3-BR. 2BA, Bsmt,
wraparound deck. 1/2
blk to hospital. $700
mo. 293-8989
IBA,
newly
3BR
remodeled for sale or
rent. Owner financing
considered.
270-848-0044
3BR 2BA,
$495
month. No pets 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602
3BR, IBA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath; w/d
hookups; living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors. No pets,
270-761-1317

UPSCALE residence.
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Or City utilities and
schools, All electric. 2
car garage. Large
fenced yard. New central HVAC system.
Annual lease. $900
monthly. Ray
270-767-0615
Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

BOGGESS
SELF-STORAGI.
"A Better Place to Store"
Hwy 12IN, acmes Sees
Natioas1 Guard
270- /7,9-55.55
( 'I IS

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

2sai Earle

Covewtal Prop. For
VERY nice commercia
building for lease in
Hazel, KY Over 8,800
S.F. Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot. central
h/a, and security system $1.800/mo.
270-293-9349

Pots & Supplies

Muer, I ed.c.• Ilaer. Far
Housyn, 0,1 N.&•
AD Ma) esflta• AdVergeltditenor
is subject to the Federal For
Housing Act, wheel. make.
Illegal to advertise any peeler
InTiltabOn Of &MM.
lion had on roe, aloe airport set handers. tr,
elre,
to. or nanonal a.lir. or vilest
non 10 make any rielel
=
d
encrs, hmalatasna or
non
State laws forbid discrwornation
In the sale, "Mild or adwyborry
ot real estate bated on lackey in
addition to those pmireted
under federal law
We will knowingly accept ans
adv.-bung foe real estate winch
is not or wolabon of die law All

ACA Registered
Yorkies, parents on
premises, health guaranteed, 2 females
$600.00. 436-5508

C

'
'
t ardvaeellingt
h"tteZed
l "'"
'
atel
available on an equal app..

mty bra
For lordwe asisstance wild Fair
Housing Advertising oeqummeMs, contact NSA Couintel
Rene P MAWR 1701)441-100D

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
MINIATURE
Schanuzer puppy. AKC
black males, housebroken. Parents on
site. Family pets.
270-703-5707,
270-205-5763

j 1(1

753-5904

,

4„„1,111,„
5th li,t tilt i I

iiiiti.

It •
2-41-761-1ht
it'tS

SHIH-TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310
TINY
Dachshund.
Potty
trained,
neutered,
$250.
inquiries
only
Serious

11i

‘„

\

Lee Properly
1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
Matt! KY Lake,
S69,900. Only ona!
Call owner
615-515-5550

400

Yard Sale

INSIDE
ESTATE SALE

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

641S to

2014 College
Farm Rd.
Sat.• 8AM

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

bedroom suite, desk
w/hutch, lamps quilts,
dishes, Chnstmas decorations, toys, Barbies,
books, linens, baskets,
wicker, glassware,
kitchenware, pictures,
household items

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

SPORTS
CARDS
Midway, right
on 1828W,6th
house on right
Sat.•8AM-2PM
sports cards, wrestling
figures. Nascar, toys,
sports card Christmas
stockings, Asst, card
packs, great
Christmas gifts!

HUGE TOY -FURNITURE SALE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1614 Kirkwood Dr.
Sat., Nov. 24•8AM-1PM
All new - all wood - NO lead paint.
Made on site. Trucks, tractors, trains,
etc. Indust. models, cranes, fire trucks,
mining trucks, etc. Riding toys, child's
table & chairs, rocking chairs, doll inc.
jelly cabinet, occ. tables & much more

n

nmercial Prop
For Sale

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
S76,900

753-5856
293-7127
li
Col F
nmerical
i Prop. For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

a WIMPS
subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
1 Home Delivery
Local Meg
3 mo.
1 3 mo...6 mo..............-$52.30
'
u.-NIKO
1 yr.....--........$99.00
1 yr..-$10011
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All Other Mei
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AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Cheek

Money Order

Visa

RWC

Name
I St Address
I
City
1
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment ter
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12101 753-1916
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Cyrus wants upcoming 'Hannah'
Montana' movie filmed in Tenn.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(API -This year, when you are sure you
are on cruise control, you find Singer Billy Ray Cyrus wants his
out otherwise. Ingenuity and daughter's upcoming "Hannah
flexibility will define your suc- Montana" film to be shot in
cess- You will be asked to flow Tennessee, but state officials say
Murray Ledger &
and not get uptight. Often you they might not be able to offer
I .111 SI.111 I Audi al 2'0-29.4-2512
might be startled by events the producers enough financial
Times
involving home, family or real incentives.
estate. If you are single, be careThe film based on the wildly
OPEN HOUSE
ful, as often what others say has popular Disney TV series is
I
•
24
Saturda Nesember
you
what
very little to do with
scheduled to start shooting in
hear. Work on better communiApril and expected to be released
cation. Others come forth on
in WC 2008 or early 2009.
their own. If you are attached,
In the series, 14-year-old
DNJ HANDYMAN
don't take each other for granted,
a high school
Jobs
We do all the odd
as each of you is changing a lot. Miley Cyrus plays
2257 West Fork Rd. - 8124,900
who
you don't have time
Beautiful I SIB) .4,4 It home on nearly .111 acre
your significant other domi- student, Miley Stewart,
Let
for
to
Tennessee
from
moves
built in 21X1S Shows like J new house. 18R
chalbe
can
GEMINI
Painting, siding, roofs. nate more.
28A. 2 iu garage. wrap-around porch and !WIC
Southern California and lives a
lenging.
decks
Ilan,
('all 761-5700 tar due,
secret double life as a pop star.
293-5438
iii
(lilt...Li:1kt. Retail
The Stars Show the Kind of Billy Ray Cyrus also plays her
115 S 4rh,Sz Murra%
FUTRELL'S Tree
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, father on the show.
Service
4- POsltiNr c; 3-Average, 2-So-so,
Cyrus said the movie is cen460
Trimming, removal.
Coupon
Forms Fat Sale
tered on the fictional Stewart
stump grinding, fire- I -Difficult
family's return to Tennessee and
wood Insured
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
475 acres. 35 acres 1982 Prowler 24ft
489 2839
it is only fitting for it to be shot
camper trailer Can be
*,*** You have a lot on your
prime row crop land
Tennessee as well. The realin
mind. Surprising events or stateLocated 44E Call 270- seen at 1303 Story
family also has a home
HALL'S WAS11
Air, 753-6538
ments surround you. The unex- life Cyrus
753-1323 ext 120
town for
MANAGEMEN I
pected becomes a heavy and in Tennessee and was in
intense theme right now. Verity Thanksgiving during a break on
411
.alyA
•
plans so you don't get a meeting Miley Cyrus' sold-out tour.
• 'silly ON lit .1..1W!Jled
mixed up Tonight. Visit
"The thing of it is. Walt
293-2753
751-1151 •
5 to 295 acres Wes
l&M
TAURUS (Aprll 20-May 20)
293-2784
Possibe
Disney really wants to film this
Calloway
LAWN SERVICE
**** A friendship could take
489Owner financing
" Billy Ray
an unanticipated turn or a friend movie in Tennessee,
Mowing, Manicuring,
2116, leave message
Landtcaping &
could reveal yet another side of Cyrus said.
Leal V.umming
him- or herself You could feel as
Gibson, executive
Perry
Fork's
AP
Salielarnon guaranteed
Small
much is out of control Don't try director of the Tennessee Film.
& at&t hie k
iu structure right now. It won't
753-1516 227-0611
Music Singer Miley Cyrus, who stars as "Hannah Montana" performs
and
ent
Entertainm
•••OWNER
work. Go with the flow Tonight:
511101 triendl",
Commission, said the state could on stage during ABC's "Good Morning America" summer conFINANCE"1 01 kt 511
Where your friends are.
No Credit Check'
benefit from having the movie cert series in New York, in this June 22, 2007, file photo.
20)
ne
OLLD BE
7534344• 227-5644 GEMINI(May 21-Ju
Clean & rece 38R 1
**** As bubbly as you are, shot locally.
FOR
HERE
bath home on quiet lot
you might have difficulty sorting
"It would mean a real impact
NEED HELP?
OSL1 VS 00
III Puryear 1.292 sq ft .
through alternatives should plans on tourism and it would be a
Services.
fiandvman
S
MONTH
applihardwood floor,
distraught
be
could
You
awry.
go
All remodeling.
family friendly film that would
511 753-191e
ances, city water &
by news from a distance. What is
No ioti too small
she said. But
sewer $3900 down.
happening is you are under- come to the state,"
estimates
Free
Call
$475 month
c
Electri
how little control over Tennessee is limited in what
HilI
standing
-3001
(731)247
Ruth's)(270)753-2222
'11 Ilk la I qh,
Tonight: incentives it can offer, she said.
others you have
(731)363-3511
8 miles from campus 2
24 moue stemma
Spontaneous works
Louisiana has had an aggres& Ind
km's (
or 38R, 28A. carport.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
I bensed & Insured
program in recent years to
sive
hardwood & tile floors
1
** Everyone feels down somefilm business to that state.
bring
walk-out basement.
All lobs big or small
continue
times or is too tired to
utility room whvasher &
The Tennessee agency is still
62
Use today just for you, recharge
753-95
dryer Asking $75.000.
your batteries. News could put a waiting for details from Disney
436:2867 Lamb's
$82,000
appraisal
wild tilt on a situation A partner about what Louisiana is offering.
Tree
Professional
after
270-554-0367
Wale, Lie aqua Hours
might be confused Confirm all Gibson said. The Tennessee protree
Complete
Service
5PM
Braces & Floor Joists
information, please Tonight: Do
gutter
removal,
gram offers rebates and sales-tax
&Plumbing
Remodeling
FOR Sale/Lease 38R
your thing
hauling. etc
breaks to filmmakers based on a
2BA lakefront property cleaning,
22)
Ganmoro, Owner
23-Aug.
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Dowd
LEO
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car Insured
Keep your eye on the percentage of their in-state
Will Do insurance work
garage w/ apt 270- 436 5141 A-AFFORDbig picture, and you won't lose spending.
Yea I MasterCard accepted
ABLE Hauling Clean
759-9046. 270-97e
your focus when others go topsythinks
he
said
Cyrus
'Lit garages, gutters,
3953
you see a volatile sit731-247-5422 turvy How
Tennessee can compete for the
iunk & tree work
uation could be very different
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film.
A to B Moving. Local
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Ill 81 R1- 1 II I
and long distance
"Quite frankly, I think they
and think through a decision,
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THE
moves Call Brian at
though get your own facts. arc pretty close," he said.
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informathis
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Master
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Hardwood
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AN MSU "POPS"BENEFIT CONCERT

USED TIRES

Free Pallets
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

BORN TODAY
Gangster Lucky Luciano (1897)
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